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Abstract
In this body of work, several single-pixel imaging applications are presented,
based on structured light manipulation via a Digital Micromirror Device (DMD)
and a single element photodetector (PD). This is commonly known as compu-
tational single-pixel imaging, and is achieved by using the measurements made
by the PD to weight a series of projected structured light-fields. This indicates
the strength of correlation between each light-field, and some object or scene
placed in its propagation path. After many iterations the esemble average of
the weighted structured light-field converges to the object.
Historically, computational single-pixel imaging has suffered from long image
acquisition times and low resolution. Inhibiting the ability of physical systems
from competing with conventional imaging in any form. Advances in computer
and DMD technology have opened new avenues of research for this novel imag-
ing technique. These advances have been utilised in this work by creating fast
acquisition demonstrator systems, which have real world applications, such as
multi-wavelength, polarisation, and long-range imaging.
Several PDs were added to allow for simultaneous measurement of multiple
images in the desired application. For multi-wavelength, RGB and white light
illumination was spectrally filtered on three detectors to create full-colour im-
ages. While conversely the same multi-detector approach allowed for simulta-
xiv
neous measurement of orthogonal linear polarisation states essential to Stokes’
parameter image reconstruction. Differential projection of the structured light-
fields further allowed for the single-pixel camera to compensate from some
sources of real world noise, such as background illumination.
This work demonstrates an evolution of the single-pixel camera. From a system
capable of only imaging simple, binary transmissive objects twice per hour
and constrained to an optical bench, to a semi portable camera, capable of
multiple frames per second 2D reconstructions of 3D scenes over a range of
20 kilometres. These improvements in capability cement the idea that the
single-pixel camera is now a viable alternate imaging technology.
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Preface
Chapter 1: History of Single-Pixel Imaging
This introduction chapter will chronicle the very basics and origins of single
element imaging, outlining the differences between projection and recording
devices which use full field capture and those systems which sample only a
portion of the object at a time. It will describe applications of these early
single element ‘scanning’ systems before detailing the history of the primary
type of single pixel camera described in this work. There will be a progression
of systems relating to the chronological order of development of this technology
and the advances each system has brought.
Chapter 2: Experimental Methods
Here the practical implementation and associated challenges with building
and operating various single pixel imaging systems will be discussed along
will the basic processes inherent to all single pixel imaging systems for image
reconstruction. A discussion of pattern implementation will be undertaken as
pattern selection and projection or encoding is the most important aspect of
creating a library of data which can be reconstructed into a final image, with
the correct encoding and corresponding measurement there could be no image.
A brief introduction to compressed sensing in the context of single pixel camera
systems and image reconstruction methods will be given along with simulated
results demonstrating the various previously mentioned algorithms in action.
xvi
Chapter 3: Multi-wavelength single-pixel imaging
This chapter will focus on the first main application of a single pixel imaging
system, multi-wavelength imaging producing full-colour images. This imple-
mentation of a single pixel imaging system was the first to use a digital mi-
cromirror array where the patterns are projected at high speed (approx 1kHz)
onto a real 3D scene in order to create 2D images in full colour. There are
multiple approaches to multi-wavelength imaging from multi-coloured pattern
projection with spatially filtered detectors, a simultaneous full-colour imag-
ing system, to sequential reconstruction using mono-chrome patterns with a
single detector, building up the multi-wavelength image in a non temporally
changing object. Real results from the corresponding publication are given
including uncompressed and compressed results. An addendum to the work
which explored basic fluorescence imaging will also be presented.
Chapter 4: Polarisation sensitive single-pixel imaging
This chapter outlines a second major application of a similar system to the
one presented previously. However, this system has been made polarisation
sensitive and is capable of reconstructing polarisation images corresponding to
the Stoke’s parameter images, along with images detailing Angle of Polarisa-
tion and Degree of polarisation. Furthermore, the system has been improved
to operate in a superfast mode (approx 24kHz) which allow near video rate
real time reconstruction of polarisation sensitive images.
Chapter 5: Current investigations with single-pixel detectors and fu-
ture work
Current and future work is presented focusing on two distinct avenues of re-
search, Firstly, an investigation was started in which long range single pixel
imaging through a telescopic device was attempted. Investigations into visible
and Infrared comparisons were made to test variations image quality due to
xvii
differing wavelength propagation through the atmosphere with the intention
that this work lead to a suitable camera system capable of imaging distant
and potentially astronomical objects in the non-visible. A diverging investiga-
tion into optical metamaterials is demonstrated along with a proposed future
single-pixel investigation using wavelength ‘masking to achieve improved image
quality.
Chapter 6 Conclusions
The conclusion will discuss findings from previous applications and cover the
main reasons that a completely different imaging approach can still be applied
in each situation and the advantages a single pixel system has over a traditional
camera based on a detector array.
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Summary
Camera devices and imaging systems have allowed unique insight and measure-
ment of a vast array of the physical properties of light. Ingenuity in camera
technology has allowed the capture of images from a vast portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum far beyond what the human eye can acquire alone, albeit
at a generally much increased cost in non-visible light regions. Alternate imag-
ing systems do exist to the well-known standard of imaging based on digital
detector arrays, including the overlapping fields of ghost imaging and single
pixel cameras. The basic principles behind the classical interpretation of such
imaging systems are outlined in this work as well as multiple demonstrations
of this technology in different imaging applications. Advancements in image
quality and acquisition rate can be observed as work progresses from initial
simplistic applications to more complex versions of the single pixel camera
system.
Single pixel cameras now offer a portable device which is applicable to a wide
band of the electromagnetic spectrum, without the large variations in cost nor-
mally associated with cameras out with the visible portion of the spectrum.
With Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) based systems generally covering
0.2 − 2.5µm regions, this system has great potential as a truly hyper spec-
tral camera system. As a new alternate method of imaging, it can help build
confidence in the technique if it can be shown that the single-pixel approach
xix
is robust enough to be applied across a wide variety of well-known imaging
applications. It is the goal of this body of work to demonstrate that various
incarnations of a prototype single-pixel camera system can have real world
applications, replicating the results of standard imaging systems while still
having the inherent advantages of a single-pixel approach in relation to pri-
marily the extended operational range associated with a single detector or
series of single detectors verses and coated DMD with a broadband spectral
response, including Short Wave Infra Red (SWIR).
Early demonstrations of what was known as ‘ghost imaging’ were demonstrated
utilising parametric down conversion to produce entangled photons and subse-
quent image reconstruction from two detectors, one with no spatial resolution
observing the photons interacting with an object, and one with spatial resolu-
tion but without any object present. However, this was not seen as competitor
to standard imaging systems, but rather a quirk of the underlying quantum na-
ture of the paired photons needed to produce the image reconstruction effect.
This was due in part to the fact that acquisition times and image quality were
no comparison to film or digital detector array devices of the time. However,
even after a classical based method was shown based on a random pattern
projection, technological limitations have been the primary reason why there
has not been a much wider adoption of this technology in the past decade. For
high resolution, high speed image reconstruction in a classical based system,
the computational load becomes large and the underlying analogue or digi-
tal spatial modulation systems for light fields were restricted in the speed at
which they could be modulated. Such were these limitations that only a few
years ago publications in this field consisted of only binary transmissive object
reconstruction, as opposed to 2D reconstruction of real 3D scenes, with resolu-
tions typically on the order of 1000-4000 pixels per image and reconstruction
times exceeding 20 minutes set primarily by restrictive projection timescales of
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less than 25Hz. Additionally, since these systems were usually based on a laser
for illumination, published work focused primarily on single wavelength visible
light reconstruction where visible spectrum lasers were more readily available
than non-visible counterparts.
During this time, these early demonstrations were primarily undertaken not
to show a competitive imaging system, but rather, to further the debate of
whether ghost imaging was solely a quantum or classical phenomenon. In the
past few years, computer systems and spatial light modulation devices have
improved, allowing us to apply this technique as a serious alternate candidate
for non-visible imaging. We can now utilise broadband light sources which
extend into the Short-wave Infrared region (SWIR) for multiple wavelength
reconstruction. Using three colour illumination (Red, Green, and Blue (RGB)
we can construct ‘full-colour’ images of reflective objects rather than the bi-
nary transmissive test targets of previous demonstrations of this technique.
The target wavelength(s) can be selected based on the need of the observa-
tion, simply by adjusting either illumination wavelength or the spectral filter
of the broadband source. The single-pixel camera can also demonstrate sensi-
tivity to additional properties of light beyond wavelength, such as polarisation.
Given the appropriate setup, it has been demonstrated that polarisation infor-
mation such as Stoke’s parameters, Degree of Polarisation (DoP) and Angle
of Polarisation (AoP) can be acquired using only single pixel detectors. The
images reconstructed with a polarisation sensitive single pixel camera are sim-
ilar to the information obtained with a Stoke’s imaging CCD based setup,
however there are some inherent benefits to using the single pixel method over
the CCD based system such as perfect pixel alignment and immunity to depo-
larizing components in the imaging path which could interfere with received
polarisation states. In traditional polarisation camera systems, multiple CCD
cameras call for near perfect pixel alignment to measure simultaneous multi-
xxi
ple polarisation state images. The inherent properties of a single pixel camera
require no such alignment within the single element detectors.
Additionally, the system has been adapted to be compatible with a commer-
cially available telescope. Employing the use of simultaneous visible and SWIR
detectors real time images of objects up to 20km away have been successfully
acquired. The aim of this application is to demonstrate the benefit of having a
system capable of multi-wavelength reconstruction outside the visible spectrum
when applied to imaging over large distances. While atmospheric turbulence is
a dynamic effect, approximately changing at a rate of 50Hz, longer wavelength
light rays will be scattered less during propagation over long distances. It is
therefore possible to see an increase in the quality of image obtained simply
by observing in a longer wavelength band. This is also true when applied to
astronomical objects. In astronomy, a celestial object’s spectrum is the pri-
mary source of information from elemental composition, to distance due to the
Doppler effect. Having access to simultaneous imaging at many wavelengths
has the potential to offer an interesting alternative for spectrum imaging over
a much larger portion of the EM spectrum. This can be specifically targeted
at atmospheric ‘windows’ of high transmissivity in the SWIR region allowing
access to useful emission lines on a smaller equipment scale and budget than
is currently possible. Finally, a divergent optical metamaterial investigation
is demonstrated which may have future applications in single-pixel systems
alongside a proposed experiment based on wavelength ‘masking’ to improve
image quality in high transmissive images.
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Chapter 1
History of Single-Pixel Imaging
1.1 Introduction
The fundamental goal of any imaging device is the detection and spatial map-
ping of a light field, with this representation compromised to some resolution
set primarily by the detection medium. Modern digital imaging devices use
a detector array suited to a specific waveband, positioned behind an appro-
priate optic and placed in the imaging plane of that optic to achieve spatial
mapping and detection of incoming light fields. Where these older analogue
technologies utilise photographic film in place of a digital array. However,
other alternate imaging methods exist, for example, the overlapping fields of
single-pixel cameras, ghost imaging and computational imaging. These alter-
nate imaging techniques all rely on unique spatial correlation methods, sharing
certain aspects of their image reconstruction techniques, and use a single-pixel
detector. Over the past two decades extensive work in these alternate imaging
systems has approached a level in which real world applications and potentially
competitive imaging systems can be demonstrated. This is primarily due to
1
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the development of faster, more powerful computers and improved underlying
spatial light mapping technologies such as Spatial Light Modulators (SLM)
and Digital Micro-Mirror Devices (DMD). This work describes these systems
as applied to real world imaging applications, demonstrating the ability for this
alternate imaging approach to successfully meet the requirements of a chosen
application and explore what possible benefits these systems may have over
more traditional imaging devices.
Every traditional camera system has a finite operational bandwidth. That
is, it will only respond to a small portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spec-
trum for which that camera system was designed. This is primarily due to
the bandwidth response of the detection medium. Therefore, a highly varied
and generally expensive developmental approach is needed in making cameras
responsive to different portions of the EM spectrum. This is especially the
case when moving out with the visible (400 − 700nm), approximately $5 per
visible megapixel, and $50000 per megapixel in the 1µm− 2.5µm range.
One of the largest potential advantages offered by this single-pixel correlation
approach to imaging lies in the relatively large portions of the electromagnetic
spectrum in which a single device can be capable of measuring. Traditional
imaging systems are completely distinct from each other and generally cannot
be switched from one bandwidth to another. Thus, a separate camera is needed
for every distinct portion of the EM spectrum to be measured. In addition, not
all portions of the EM spectrum have a corresponding detector with spatial
resolution due to either the difficulty or practicality of implementing such a
device. The advantage of using a device which can produce full 2D represen-
tations of an object or scene from a single-pixel is that detectors utilising the
appropriate medium for each corresponding portion of the EM spectrum can be
added to the same basic system. This comes with the assumption that system
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can still perform the necessary spatial correlation required for image recon-
struction. Therefore, the goal of this alternate approach is to produce a device
capable of many simultaneous real-world applications due to its potential to
be a fully hyper-spectral imaging system. While that goal has not been fully
realised yet, this work demonstrates a variety of prototype systems. As each
improvement over the previous incarnation of the prototype is demonstrated,
this technology becomes closer to a truly competitive and viable alternative
to a traditional imaging system. This work features an exploration of SPC ca-
pabilities, including simultaneous multi-channel reconstruction, fundamental
light properties, and the robustness of the system at long and short ranges.
Each implementation of the SPC system demonstrates the adaptable appli-
cability of the technique, where the performance of traditional detector array
based camera systems is used as a metric to determine the advantages, if any,
of a SPC approach.
1.2 First Single Pixel Imaging Systems
1.2.1 Single Pixel Scanning
There is a close common history between the development of camera and
projection systems[1, 2]. Original imaging and projection technologies took
the form of a pinhole camera. This remarkably simple device provided both
functions, filtering the image of a bright light field and subsequently projecting
that image onto a screen, although each image had no way to be stored and thus
it could only ever show a live representation of the bright incoming light field.
Developments into photographic film allowed the first true camera, the camera
obscura, to capture the projected image as a photograph. This was achieved
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by placing a plate covered with photosensitive powder on the main table of the
camera obscura, leading to the first ‘photographs’. Therefore, function of the
pinhole camera was a simple image projector, and it was only the inclusion
of the photosensitive screen to ‘store’ the projected image that altered its
function to that of a ‘camera’. Essentially all devices capable of full field image
projection become cameras if or only when an appropriate method to store the
full field is present. Measuring or displaying a single spatial component of the
light-field field sequentially over time is a fundamentally different approach to
imaging or projection. It would be with the development of the first television
screens that would bring a true ‘single element’ projection device and with it,
the first device which could be clearly split into the category of a projector or a
camera. While the underlying principles would remain the same with this ‘non
full-field approach to projection, each device had to use different components
and arrangements in order to be put into the categories of camera or projector.
The Cathode Ray-Tube (CRT) combined an electron gun and phosphor front
screen to create a device capable of producing a raster image of any encoded
pattern sent to the device. This was the first analogue single pixel projection
device where magnetic deflection of the electrons caused fluorescence in the
display screen at appropriate coordinates, to create a light intensity represen-
tative of the encoded image. A complete still image is built up in a sequence of
(usually) horizontal lines, electrons creating a single row of illumination before
being deflected to the original starting position with a small vertical decrease
in the electron path’s deflection to strike the front screen in the correct position
of the next row. The process could be completed fast enough and repeated at
a rate whereby the apparent effect of motion can be observed frame to frame.
We define such a frame as the combination of the illumination effect from the
first projection, to the projection that completes the image, in the case of the
CRT specifically, a new frame would cause the deflection path to reset to the
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Figure 1.1: A simplified diagram of a laser raster scanning system. Here the
laser illumination is directed by a scanning mirror which moves over the surface
of the object in a series of horizontal lines. The photodetector (PD) measures
the returned intensity for every ‘scanned’ coordinate in sequence, where each
value of the detector then becomes the intensity of a pixel in the final recon-
structed image.
first coordinate.
A single-pixel raster scanning camera is an optical reversal of the CRT device
with altered components for detection rather than projection. A simplified
laser raster scanning imaging system is shown in Fig. 1.1, where the electron
gun has been replaced with a suitable photo sensitive detector(PD). The PD
in this case has an active area of around 2cm2 allowing ample reflected light
collection, without collecting all the back scattered light. In an active raster
scanning system, illumination from the laser is directed by a scanning mirror
onto a series of horizontally arranged coordinates. The PD then measures the
reflected light intensity, which is then the value used to represent that pixel
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in a final reconstructed image, made from measuring the reflected signal from
all coordinates and arranging the values appropriately. Since each coordinate
must be measured to create a complete image, this sets a very strict limit on the
number of measurements required for image reconstruction where the number
of measurements, M , must equal the number of pixels in the final image,
N . Additionally, in a raster scanning system if M exceeds N , this is simply
oversampling of the object. This can only be useful if repeated scanning of
coordinates generated average values for the measurements, which could reduce
noise from the detector by finding an average value rather than a single value.
However, for each additional set of identical coordinates which are detected, the
time to measure all coordinates is multiplied by the additional detection cycles
which becomes highly inefficient. The M = N hard measurement number
limit may seem trivial when applied only in the context of this type of imaging
system, however it becomes an important standard of comparison for other
types of single-pixel imaging systems described later in this work.
1.2.2 Applications of Single-Pixel Scanning Systems
Single element scanning systems are widely used in an extensive array of fields
and applications, with one such field that of microscopy. There are several
incarnations of scanning microscopes, using both photons, in the case of Con-
focal Laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and Near-field scanning optical mi-
croscopes (NSOM), and electrons used in a scanning electron microscope. For
microscopes using light as their illumination method, the single element scan-
ning component of the microscope provides improved contrast and in the case
of a NSOM microscope, the ability to overcome the diffraction limit from a
given illumination wavelength by exploiting properties of the light waves in
the near field.
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Figure 1.2: A diagram depicting the basic operation of a confocal microscope.
Here the inclusion of the pinhole aperture and illumination source which can
be scanned across the focal plane via one or two servo controlled mirrors serve
to only illuminate objects located on the focal plane, eliminating background
light from anything outside this plane, increasing contrast of the sample. The
beam splitter (BS) only allows light after reflection from the focal plane to be
sent down the detection path to the Photo Detector (PD).
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the well-known basic operation of a CLSM [3, 4]. The
image reconstruction process works exactly like a standard raster scanning
camera, where each pixel is arranged into its corresponding row and the image
is built from the correct arrangement of these rows. However, in this system
a 3D image of the object can be constructed if an extended object is moved
through the focal plane. This corresponds to the rate of the scanning mirrors
and detector, creating 2D slices which can be further arranged into a 3D repre-
sentation. Without the use of the pin hole aperture, a detector array with high
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spatial resolution could capture the entire image in one measurement however,
light from all layers outside the focal plane in extended objects, or background
out of focus light in 2D objects will drastically reduce the quality and contrast
of the final image. The advantage of introducing a scanning single pixel ap-
proach to this type of visible microscopy is therefore a direct enhancement to
image quality over full field measurement microscopes.
Another application of single-pixel imaging systems pertains to gas imaging
[5]. All molecular gases have an electromagnetic (EM) spectrum absorption
profile distinct to each specific gas. Once this absorption profile is known, il-
luminating a molecular gas cloud with multiple wavelengths of light can allow
detection of an otherwise transparent and thus invisible substance. A simple
gas spectrometer works by collecting a light field which has propagated through
the gas. A prism splits this incoming light field into its constituent wavelengths
which will have been attenuated by the gas. Since the spatial position of light
after propagation through a prism is dependent on its wavelength, and not the
original position from within the molecular gas, it is important to use a mask
and scanning mirror system to only capture light from a known specific coor-
dinate in the gas cloud. This allows imaging of the gas to be produced from
raster scanning the results of the spectrometer readings, where each reading,
and relative values from the attenuated wavelengths, give information relating
to the density and concentration of the gas. Using a scanner laser to illuminate
the gas at a specific point and depth is useful for precise image reconstruction.
A thin depth of gas is selected so that this is an approximate of a 2D plane
of gas, even though there is some small 3D integrated depth, this is effectively
flattened in the final reconstruction. The laser would then alternate between
two illumination wavelengths, one wavelength would be chosen as the wave-
length of a strong absorption line in the target gas, and the second would
correspond to that absorption line with a small offset. The differential of the
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two results in this case would produce the relative value for the intensity to be
used in the reconstruction of the gas image.
1.2.3 Alternate Scanning Systems
A variant on the single-pixel raster scanning system is the line scanning camera.
This works by having a row of pixels, rather than a single pixel, where the
illumination source creates a focused thin line of illumination which either
scans over the object from top to bottom, or more commonly, the object is
passed through the light column. These cameras are still utilised for various
industry applications. In high speed applications, uniformly illuminating a 2D
area for long periods of time can be challenging, whereas illuminating a column
of light and passing the object over this column at high speed can offer high
resolution, fast imaging for products or equipment. This is useful where such
objects can be extended in size or diameter and illumination is only required
in a fixed area.
1.3 History of Ghost Imaging
1.3.1 Quantum Origin
Initially, ghost imaging relied on the use of two correlated light fields and two
photo-detectors to produce an image[6]; one detector with no spatial resolution
used to collect the light field which had interacted with a binary transmissive
object, and a second detector with high spatial resolution which was only acti-
vated upon registration of a detection by the first detector. However, the path
in which the detector with spatial resolution is placed had no object. Neither
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detector alone is therefore capable of imaging the object, only a combined
coincident measurement can produce an image from such a system.
These early demonstrations of the ghost imaging technique utilized the ap-
parent entanglement arising from spontaneous parametric down-conversion to
produce entangled photons, an approach often referred to as quantum ghost
imaging[7, 8]. In these early experiments, only the spatial entanglement of
paired photons traveling down different paths could explain the image formed
in the path with no object. The term ‘ghost’ was coined in this instance to
refer to absence of an object in the path in which the image is captured. This
early approach was a slow imaging technique on the scale of several minutes or
more to ’build up’ a reconstruction from individual detections of paired pho-
tons and required the use of binary transmissive objects only. At this stage
in the development of an alternate imaging system, this approach was consid-
ered as simply an observation of the underlying quantum effect and not as a
competitive imaging system to camera film or digital detector arrays. Many
of the discussions in this new emerging field were focused solely on why this
imaging technique worked, and if it was an inherent quantum effect [9, 10]
1.3.2 Classical ghost imaging
The presence of entanglement led many to interpret ghost imaging as funda-
mentally quantum behaviour. However, there have since been demonstrations
using a pseudothermal light source[11, 12, 13, 14, 15], whereby laser light is
propagated through a ground glass diffuser to produce a speckle field, after
which a beam splitter makes a correlated copy of the field as shown in Fig.
1.3, a technique commonly termed classical ghost imaging. For both classical
and quantum ghost imaging approaches, the field-of-view, spatial resolution,
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Figure 1.3: Diagram showing a simplified classical ghost imaging setup. Laser
speckle is created from the ground glass diffuser when the beam passes through.
Subsequently a copy of the speckle is made and sent down a secondary path
where it encounters a binary transmissive object. The light which successfully
propagated through the object is then collected by a detector with no spatial
resolution, a photo-diode (PD) in this case. The other copy of the speckle field
propagates down another path, encounters no object as is recorded in full by a
second detector with high spatial resolution, shown here as a CCD camera.
contrast and signal-to-noise ratio of an image can be described by semi classical
photo detection theory [16]. This proves that GI is not inherently quantum.
Classical ghost imaging was the first to expand the observational targets be-
yond that of binary transmissive objects. Since the single value measurement
of a pattern after transmission through an object, quantifies the correlation
between pattern and object, any greyscale or binary transmissive object is now
a viable target. See Chapter 2 for experimental reconstruction methods.
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1.3.3 Computational ghost imaging
The need for a beam splitter in the classical ghost imaging approach can be
removed by using a SLM, which generates a programmable light field to illumi-
nate the object. Controlling both the intensity and phase, allows the intensity
structure to be calculated at any plane and stored in computer memory rather
than measured on a detector with high spatial resolution. This simplified ex-
perimental approach is known as computational ghost imaging [17] and can be
performed on systems with and without lenses between the source and object.
When a ghost imaging system is employed, any phase information becomes
redundant, since only the intensity correlations of the light reflected or trans-
mitted from an object are used to produce an image.
The removal of the detector with spatial resolution (the CCD) is key to under-
standing why computational ghost imaging consistently outperforms classical
ghost imaging [18]. Any given CCD or detector array has a quantum effi-
ciency value < 1, which compromises the measurement of the pattern to some
degree. Since the value measured by the PD is associated to a specific pattern,
any deviation from ‘true’ values or misrepresentation will cause a reduction in
overall image quality. By removing the CCD entirely, this eliminates quantum
efficiency entirely from affecting the SNR on the measurement of the pattern,
since it is simply known and stored in the computer.
Computational ghost imaging forms the basis for the applications demon-
strated in this body of work, since it provided a simplified and improved version
of the classical technique. In addition, it was a platform to develop prototype
systems which could be made into portable imaging systems, not constrained
to an optical bench.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram showing a simplified computational ghost imaging setup.
Pseudo-laser speckle is generated by the Spatial Light Modulator(SLM) remov-
ing the need for a beam splitter and second detector with spatial resolution.
The patterns are pre-generated on a computer and it is these patterns which
are correlated with the values measured by the PD.
1.3.4 Normalized ghost imaging
Standard computational ghost imaging improves over the classical ghost imag-
ing system, in effect due to the removal of the CCD and thus removing the
quantum efficiency of that device from contributing factors of Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) reduction. Reintroducing the reference path back into the system
under a specific circumstance can make further improvement to the images[18].
This is achieved by introducing a second PD in the reference path which sam-
ples the full intensity of the field, providing a normalization factor the mea-
surement made by the original PD. This normalization factor helps account
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Figure 1.5: Diagram showing a simplified normalized ghost imaging setup.
compared to standard computational ghost imaging the BS has been reintro-
duced and a second single element detector(PD2) has been added. This extra
detector measures the full field intensity of the pseudo-speckle pattern before
it encounters the object thus providing a normalization factor to the signals
measured on the original photodetector (PD1). This can be shown to give a
baseline improvement over standard computational ghost imaging.
for time varying noise sources such as fluctuating laser illumination. This
fundamentally improves upon standard computational ghost imaging.
It is also possible to perform pseudo normalized ghost imaging in cases where
data was obtained via a standard computational ghost imaging setup with a
single detector or where a second detector is not available. In this instance,
since known patterns which are stored on a computer are used, an estimate
of the full field intensity can be made and used as the normalization factor to
achieve a similar result to direct observation of the full field intensity.
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1.4 History of Single-Pixel Cameras
1.4.1 Single-pixel and ghost imaging cameras
A general optical rule in any imaging system is that it is reversible, this also
holds true in correlated single-element detector imaging. By switching the po-
sition of the illumination source and PD as shown in Fig. 1.6 b) the reverse
process can still be shown to be a viable imaging technique. Within the com-
munity this version of correlated imaging is known as a single-pixel camera
[19, 20, 21].
There are several further distinctions to be made when comparing ghost imag-
ing and single-pixel cameras in relation to the types of observations best suited
to each system, which is primarily due to the light-field encoding occurring
before or after interaction with the object. Notably, single-pixel cameras can
make use of background illumination sources, which allows for example, ob-
servation of objects which are self-illuminating or too distant for practical
illumination by a nearby light source. While in contrast, ghost imaging sys-
tems are therefore excellent candidates as an imaging approach for objects
which absorb certain illumination wavelengths, such as molecular gases or flo-
rescent material where active stimulation is needed to produce those effects.
Therefore, the choice of which mode to select is largely application dependent.
Any object able to be active raster scanned, can and should be measured via
encoded light field-projection or ghost imaging. Conversely, any object which
much be passive raster scanned must also be measured in a encoding masking,
or single-pixel camera regime.
In the case of using a spatial mapping device such as a DMD which has two
input/output angles, it is entirely possible to construct a system with a light
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Figure 1.6: a) Copy of Figure 1.4, a simplified diagram showing a computa-
tional ghost imaging setup. b) A simplified diagram displaying a single-pixel
camera setup. From comparison with a) it is clear this is a reverse process.
The measurements and computationally stored patterns can be identical in both
systems, only the position of the illumination source and PD has changed.
source at one input angle, and a PD at the other output angle to allow switch-
ing of computational imaging and single-pixel camera ‘modes’. This is ex-
tremely useful in creating a camera system capable of observing any target
and selecting the best mode based on object properties or desired imaging
application. This ‘on the fly’ reversibility showcases the versatility offered by
this technique over conventional imaging systems.
1.4.2 Reconstruction Timescales
Figure 1.6 demonstrates the two iterations of computational single-pixel imag-
ing side by side, clearly demonstrating the ‘soft’ reversibility of this technique
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(Light source and detector positions must be switched). Both these techniques
utilise purely classical sources and require no quantum effects for image recon-
struction. Historically, the system shown in diagram a) always utilised either
an analogue rotating ground glass diffuser or a digital SLM to produce speckle.
In the first case, the advantage was true random speckle patterns however, this
was offset completely by the degradation in image quality due to the need for
a CCD device to measure the speckle patterns produced.
Digitising the experiment by including a SLM allowed the removal of the CCD.
While a computer controlled SLM could only approximate randomness in the
patterns it produced, there was a net gain of final image reconstruction quality.
This became the preferred method for all classical ghost imaging experiments
however, the use of SLM technology puts a hard limit on the reconstruction
time due to relatively low pattern projection rates, between 10 and 100Hz.
Where 100Hz was far more technically complex and computationally heavy,
and thus most experiments did not attempt to use temporally dynamic objects,
opting instead for static transmissive objects while clearly stating that the re-
sults obtained were over extremely long timescales (≥ 20min). This effectively
stopped the technology from competing with standard imaging devices capable
of high resolution video rates, as it could not compete with standard single
image exposure times of a normal CCD.
Recent advances in projector technology have allowed the use of Digital Micro-
Mirror Devices(DMD) to be used in computational single-pixel imaging exper-
iments in new applications such as 3D imaging [22]. The use of the DMD vs
the SLM does introduce a non-coherent propagation of the pattern since the
SLM modulates the phase of the wave with a small attenuation of the inten-
sity while the DMD is an intensity modulation only. This requires the use of
a lens in the case of a system using a DMD to focus the pattern on a plane,
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introducing a new limitation into the system, but one which any traditional
imaging device must also adhere to. However, it is the potential speed of DMD
devices which make them extremely attractive to computational single-pixel
imaging experiments. A standard digital light projector(DLP) containing a
commercial DMD already displays full colour RGB images at 60Hz. With ap-
propriate pattern selection and encoding, the binary pattern projection rate is
1440Hz. This alone reduces image reconstruction times to the minute scale for
high resolution reconstructions(128× 128), or several seconds at low (32× 32)
resolutions.
The most recent DMD developments include devices which can be pre-loaded
with a limited set of patterns, which sets the maximum resolution, and can
be run at extremely high speeds approaching 22.7kHz. These devices offer
the potential to produce more than a single image in a second, giving rise to
real time reconstructions and constitute the current upper limit of single-pixel
image reconstruction timescales.
1.5 Summary
Capturing an image of an object, while that object does not lie in the path
of the measurement device is the core principle of the original quantum ghost
imaging experiments. This is achieved by considering some correlation effect.
Time correlation between the two entangled photons in the original quantum
experiments allow the CCD to only capture those photons which would have
passed through the binary transmissive object, if it had been there. The convo-
lution of a transmitted pattern and transmissive object, create an attenuated
light field, if measured by a bucket detector can assign a weight to the original
pattern for how well that pattern happened to match the object. This causes
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the average pattern to converge over many iterations to the desired object.
While fundamentally different approaches to imaging where there is no de-
tector with spatial resolution in the object path, they both share this idea of
correlation.
Improvements to the classical version of the technique allow the camera to be
removed entirely, using computationally stored patterns, and some device to
spatially shape the light-field to approximate the stored pattern. Technological
advances projection technology allows for much higher projection rates of these
computed patterns, reducing the overall acquisition time to obtain an image.
It is this linear evolution of the SPC approach which creates the potential for
a real-world system that can be considered a viable alternate imaging solution.
Chapter 2
Experimental Methods
2.1 Spatial Light Modulation
There are only two criteria in the reconstruction of an image using the cor-
relation between coded light fields and a single-pixel detector, the ability to
shape a light field, and record the summed value of that light field with a
detector. This imaging criteria is also invariant with detection bandwidth, or
the number of simultaneous wavelengths being observed, if each wavelength
can be shaped and recorded with the same degree of precision. Therefore, the
selection of the encoding technology used to spatially shape light fields within
a single-pixel camera(SPC) determines exactly how that system operates and
what real-world applications it is suitable for.
Spatial Light Modulators(SLM) are normally used in the context of computer
controlled light modulation devices [23, 24, 25] however, a wider definition
exists whereby an SLM is any optical device which imposes a spatially varying
modulation on a light field, for example an overhead projector transparency is
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an example of non-controllable, fixed “SLM” . Some of the first Classic Ghost
Imaging (CGI) experiments [14, 15] used a non-controllable “SLM” in the form
of a rotating ground glass diffuser producing true random laser speckle. Since
they had no control of the spatial shaping of the light field they instead used a
high-resolution CCD to measure and temporally correlate measured light fields
with signals. This was a source of image degradation in the system as the CCD
image of the light field is only an approximation of the actual random laser
speckle, compromised by the intrinsic quantum efficiency of each pixel within
the CCD.
The ‘second generation’ of CGI experiments [26] could remove the CCD in
the system by using a computer controlled Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)
to produce pseudo random speckle instead of true laser speckle. Since the
pseudo random patterns were stored on a computer, these patterns could be
used in the processing stage of single-pixel imaging reconstruction, instead of
measured patterns from a CCD. This relied on the assumption that what was
produced by the SLM matched the stored pattern in relative intensity, which
was corrected for by a known intensity correlation curve for any given SLM.
Sources of noise in the system were now contained to fluctuating power within
the laser, and the noise profile of the chosen single pixel detector.
SLM’s can modulate the phase or amplitude of an incident light field and
have a wide variety of commercial and research uses. There are two main
categories of SLM, optically addressed (OASLM) and electronically addressed
SLM (EASLM).
The primary SLM devices employed in single-pixel imaging systems is a Liq-
uid crystal on silicon-SLM ( LCOS-SLM) and is a reflection modulation device
capable of phase or amplitude modulation. These are the ideal system as they
offer full wave-front control of an incident laser beam and are an example of
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Figure 2.1: A simple diagram showing the internal configuration of a LCOSLM
chip. This is an example of a phase modulating reflective device using a inci-
dent light from a laser to illuminate the chip. The single-pixel camera system
is then aligned to the output path of the SLM. Each pixel in the SLM device is
controlled via a computer connection which transmits the appropriate pattern.
an EASLM. Figure 2.1 describes the operation of a LCOSLM in a simplified
diagram. The system works in reflection only, and in the case of single-pixel
camera experiments, an optical bench mounted laser usually acts as the illu-
mination source.
2.2 Structured illumination and Coded Aper-
ture methods
Structured Illumination(SI) describes any single-pixel system which pre-encodes
the light-field with pattern information, and transmits that encoded onto a ob-
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ject. This total intensity is then measured by the single-pixel detector(SPD),
creating a ‘score’ for the pattern to be used later in reconstruction. Conversely
Coded Aperture(CA) describes any system with allows non-encoded light to
interact or propagate through the intended target object first, and is then sub-
sequently encoded with pattern information. This post propagation encoded
pattern is then measured by the SPD, creating an identical weight compared
to SI for the same object, pattern, and setup. This is true for any object
for which both SI and CA are applicable and where any incident light field
undergoes reflection only. The distance between the object and the system,
and the properties of the intended imaging target, determines the applicability
of either SI or CA methods when encoding the light-source with an appropri-
ate pattern. For example, if an object range exceeds a reasonable distance to
allow for free-space projection, CA must be employed. However, for certain
applications such as in measuring absorption spectra, SI must be employed.
Therefore, the choice between these two methods can sometimes be arbitrary
but in most cases, is application dependent.
2.3 Pattern Design
2.3.1 Random
Using pre-generated patterns as the basis for reconstruction allows for the sim-
plification and improvement of traditional systems with non-controllable SLM
components. This can be considered a truly random pattern, where the pat-
tern is generated by a sufficiently complex interaction with a moving diffuser.
This completely analogue process produces laser speckle and by taking a 2D
snapshot of this speckle pattern in a transverse plane, a random pattern can
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be measured. Indeed, the non-controllable SLM in traditional ghost-imaging
experiments was chosen precisely because it generated these truly random laser
speckle patterns. To illustrate why this was advantageous, we choose to not
have any a priori knowledge of what the object or its properties can be, al-
lowing a GI or SPC system to reconstruct an image from any object. If we
had instead selected some ‘ruleset’ for our object to follow, we would have a
much easier set of choices to make in terms of pattern selection, but would
be constrained to only image objects which fulfilled our pre-condition(s). For
example, if we say that our object must be a circle with some unknown ra-
dius, r and known centre. and for which the maximum radius of this circle
rmax ≤ FoV , where FoV is our imaging Field of View, we could encode circles
of varying radii with some increment size, ∆r. From the signals returned by
the SPD, we would know the exact reconstruction of our object for where the
signal reached its maxima. However, we could only ever image circles in the
above example.
When we choose to not impose any pre-conditions on our object, we must
attempt to also choose the best possible encoding pattern set to maximise the
information gained after each projection. We can test a random pattern gen-
erated by a non-controllable SLM, such as the rotating ground glass diffuser
in traditional experiments, to determine if this results in successful image re-
construction the ‘best’ choice for information per pattern given some image
reconstruction algorithm.
Figure 2.2 displays a set of example patterns for varying spot sizes in pseudo
speckle patterns along with the simulated reconstruction of a cropped greyscale
2D image. These results, taken from early simulations, demonstrates that
as expected, random pattern sets can produce positive image reconstruction,
with a demonstration on how spot size affects detail representation in the
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of simulated results of a single-pixel camera system
using a standard iterative reconstruction algorithm. Pseudo speckle pattern
sets were chosen with varying average spot size where spot size is the diameter
of the spot in pixels. The input image was cropped to fit the resolution of the
pattern sets (128×128). It can be clearly demonstrated that no feature smaller
than the average spot size can be resolved in the final reconstruction.
reconstruction. Here as we move to a smaller spot size, there is an increase
in the total number of patterns required for successful image reconstruction,
but the ability to reconstruct finer detail in the image is also increased. This
happens because features which were previously smaller than the average spot
size, did not affect the ‘weighting’ or score of the pattern currently being
projected onto the target. However, with a finer spot size, we increase the
resolution in the final image. This was achieved within a Labview simulation
program, where an image of a greyscale object was loaded into the program
and multiplied by a series of pseudo-random patterns. These patterns were
generated as simulated laser speckle, and not random binaries. The average
spot size was a control value in the program which determined the pixel size of
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the average ‘spot’ in the 128× 128 images. These patterns were then summed
to produce a simulated measurement that could otherwise be obtained by
a PD taking a measurement in a real system. This provided a weighting
factor for the original pattern. Through the standard iterative algorithm,
reconstructions were made. A series of arbitrarily increasing average spot sizes
were used to produce a set of reconstructions using an identical input image.
This allowed a initial qualitive comparison in image quality to be made between
each reconstruction, where the only value altered was the ‘grain’ of the pseudo
speckle patterns used.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates the effect of SNR in a SPC based on changing the
resolution scale of the patterns. In this case we are using pseudo-speckle pat-
terns which have an average spot size which can be increased or decreased. As
pseudo-speckle size in this example decreases, the final reconstruction appears
to a human observer to become sharper, or more ‘in focus’. Since each speckle
can be considered a ‘probe’ for testing a spatial component of the object, as
these probes get smaller, the effective resolving power of the pattern increases.
This is analogous to increasing the number of pixels in a 2D sensor array in a
standard camera. We are observing less pixilation of the object as we move to
the finer scale starting at a) to b) and finally at the finest scale shown in c).
However, the estimated SNR for each image also decreases. This occurs be-
cause although we have a smaller minimum testable feature size, we also have
a greater total number of features, or potential spatial components to test, yet
we maintained a constant number of measurements for each reconstruction. In
other testing regimes, such as using random binary patterns, it is instead the
pixel size which sets the minimum testable feature.
This results in experimentally having to balance increasing resolution with
greatly increasing acquisition time. Generally, to give good results at high
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Figure 2.3: Signal to noise ratio estimates for each spot size when the number
of measurements remained constant. SNR decreases as effective resolution in
the final reconstruction increases.
resolution, many more patterns are required than at low resolutions. On the
order of M >> N where M is the number of measurements made and N is
the number of pixels in the final reconstruction.
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SNR Estimation method for single images
The SNR estimate made here, and in all subsequent images which were quan-
titively analysed, is based on Region Of Interest (ROI) selection. This method
is an established technique [27, 28] for estimating SNR based on pixel values
for single images, when no reference image is available. Firstly, all images are
converted to an 8-bit greyscale for this process. As can be seen in Fig. 2.3 a
threshold value, T , was manually selected for high pixel values and another T
value was selected for low pixel values. When all pixel values are viewed in
a histogram, there are many pixels which form a pseudo-Gaussian ‘peak’ in
the low region, which indicates where most of the background pixels lie, with
the FWHM of this gaussian dependent on the standard deviation of these low
value pixels. The background threshold should be set to include this peak,
but not include higher values which may be signal pixels. For good contrast
images, this process is simple, with the background peak easy to define.
For the signal threshold, a similar process is employed by observing a histogram
of the pixels. In good contrast images, there should be many pixels above a
certain pixel value, this is most extreme in the case of a knife edge object
illuminated with a uniform source. The exact transmissivity and dynamic
range of the object will affect this signal ‘wall’ so it can sometimes be more
challenging to define depending on the object and SNR in the image. Generally,
selecting a high value threshold which displays few or no pixels in known
background regions is an appropriate approximation. This leads to selecting
the middle of the pseudo-Gaussian peak associated with higher value pixels.
This is a general procedure to follow, which can be hampered as true SNR
decreases. Therefore, for estimates which are close to 2 or below 2, this method
is not robust and a reference image must be employed to get a valid estimate
of the SNR.
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After finding the threshold levels, we now calculate the standard deviation, σ,
of the background ROI pixels. This allows us to find the variance of σ and
subsequently the square root of the mean variances defines the Root Mean
Square Noise (RMS Noise). Taking the mean value from the signal ROI, and
subtracting the mean value from the background ROI defines the net signal.
The net signal divided by RMS Noise is the SNR estimate. A complete list
of Figures describing the image analysis process for images in which an SNR
estimate was made can be found in Appendix A.
2.3.2 Orthogonal
Regardless of the generation method, any truly random pattern will inherently
have overlap in spatial information between any other pattern. This overlap
reduces the quality of a reconstruction based on a random pattern set, as the
contribution to the final reconstruction arises from the various spatial ‘testing’
done by each pattern when correlated with its measured returned signal. Cre-
ating a pattern set with zero overlap and thus complete orthogonality from one
pattern to the next, naturally maximises the contribution of any one pattern.
A common orthogonal sampling approach makes use of the Hadamard basis
[29], from which each pattern can be derived and where the number of patterns
is the same as the number of pixels to be sampled. The basic building block
of any Hadamard matrix, with a dimension length of 2, is
H2 =
 1 1
1 −1
 (2.1)
For any matrix of order 2k there exists such a Hadamard [30], defined as
H2k =
 H2k−1 H2k−1
H2k−1 −H2k−1
 , (2.2)
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which is known as a Sylvester constructed Hadamard matrix. In this way the
Kronecker product, H2⊗H2k−1 , can produce any square Hadamard matrix and
hence the number of elements in a row equates to the number of rows of the
matrix. Each pattern that illuminates the object, P (x, y), corresponds to one
row of the large matrix that can be reshaped and up-sampled onto the spatial
encoding device.
2.4 Image Reconstruction
2.4.1 Pattern and signal
A successful reconstruction as shown in Figure 2.2 requires the sampling of
many random or computer-generated patterns onto a target object. Each
pattern tests a set of possible spatial frequencies within the object, giving some
unknowable fraction of information about each pixel per pattern. The results
of this test are given by the numerical value obtained from the single element
detector, usually a photodiode (PD). Therefore, each measured bucket signal
becomes a weighting factor for how well a random or pseudo-random pattern
matched an object. The total number of random patterns, M , needed to obtain
reasonable quality reconstructions is generally greater than the resolution, N ,
of any individual pattern e.g a 32x32 reconstruction would require > 1024
patterns.
This creates a ‘library’ of numerical values which have corresponding patterns
associated with them due to the synchronous nature of the measurements,
visually represented in Fig. 2.4. It is from these two sets of information
that a computer algorithm can then calculate the shape of the original object.
As a simple analogy, lets imagine taking randomly generated binary patterns
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and printing them out on acetate transparent paper. By having an estimate
of the ‘value’ of each pattern in terms of how well did the spatial feature
distribution happen to, by complete chance, match the object observed. If one
were to overlay our printed non-weighted patterns, we would observe simply a
random distribution of pixels. However, if these patterns were weighted by the
measurements made by the photodetector so that a higher measurement value
corresponded to a relatively darker, and lower opacity print, we would find
that as more weighted patterns were added, spatial features corresponding to
the object would begin to be observed.
Whenever a pixel was ‘turned on’ which corresponded to a bright spot in the
object, a high fractional change would be observed in the measurement pho-
todetector. For every pattern that contained this important pixel, that pattern
would increase its weight or score by some degree. Over many iterations these
patterns with this important pixel turned on would show a darker spatial com-
ponent at this pixels location. Conversely, any pattern with this pixel turned
off, might be weighted less, producing a fainter, higher opacity prints on the
transparent acetate. Thus, when stacking the transparent sheets, only those
high scoring patterns could affect the combined image to a significant degree.
Since these high scoring patterns have a high degree of correlation with the ob-
ject, the average pattern converges to the object observed by the measurement
photodetector.
Definition of signal
Equation 2.3 defines the signal, S, obtained from the detector in the system
with no spatial resolution. Each signal is in effect the summed multiplication
of the encoded light field, I(x, y), and the transmission function of the object
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Figure 2.4: Visual representation of the data ‘library’ accrued on a computer
after acquisition is complete. Each averaged signal has its own corresponding
pattern. For a good quality image to be reconstructed from this data, M >> N
,where M is the total number of measurements made, and thus total number
of patterns sampled and N = Na ×Nb is the resolution of each individual pat-
tern, and also the resolution of the resulting reconstruction once an appropriate
algorithm has been applied to this data.
placed in the object path, T (x, y).
S =
∫
I(x, y)T (x, y)dxdy, (2.3)
During the data recording process, many dozens of signals can be measured
for each individual encoded light field since the digital to analogue converter
(DAC), which is used to capture signals from the PD, can record data several
orders of magnitude faster than a SLM based system can display patterns. The
average of these many signal measurements becomes a better representation
of the true signal value for any given pattern, than using any one signal by
itself. For example, attempting to use only a single measurement of the PD as
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a weighting factor for a specific pattern generally results in an extremely poor
or no reconstruction result, depending on the transmissivity of the original
object. However, the situation where one would be forced to do this never
generally arises since DAC measurement rates far exceed the projection rates
of any SLM.
Weighting the pattern
The first step in image reconstruction from the stored library of data is achieved
by assigning a weighting factor to each individual pattern based on the strength
of signal measured by the PD. A visualization of a sample of weighted pattern
contributions, and the corresponding normalized signal values is shown in Fig.
2.5. Here an identical sample of four patterns is selected for three arbitrary,
but distinct objects. However, due to differences in the spatial and/or spectral
frequencies of each unknown object, identical patterns can score very different
weighting factors during discrete runs between individual objects. This can
be observed by the distinct opacity differences in each column of table b).
Fig 2.5 describes the correlation between a signal measured on the PD and a
visual representation of the weight of the corresponding pattern. This will be
an important visualization to refer to when pattern reconstruction methods
are introduced in the next section. Here only a small sample of patterns
are visually depicted however, in any single set of data, many hundreds or
thousands of patterns are used to produce an accurate representation of the
object.
Figure 2.5 is an illustration of the weighting process only. It is designed to visu-
ally represent this process during live image reconstruction when an appropri-
ate algorithm is applied. A real dataset would contain many more patterns for
the resolution shown before successful image reconstruction could take place.
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Figure 2.5: a) Table of a sample of normalized signals measured by the PD, for
three different objects in discreet data acquisition runs, where the normalization
value is set simply by the highest intensity returned signal present in the data
library. b) Visual representation of a sample of ‘weighted’ patterns for the three
objects listed in table a). The contribution or ‘weight’ of each individual image
is shown by its relative opacity.
2.4.2 Generalised Signal and Noise Estimates
How noise affects various SPC regimes is an active research topic, however a
generalised estimate can be made when dealing in either a fully detector limited
or laser power limited regime. Comparison of these generalised estimates can
allow selection of the best potential type of SPC, including active and passive
raster scan system.
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Table 2.1: Generalised Signal, Noise and S:N Estimate
Single Pixel Camera Passive Raster Scan Active Raster Scan
P
2
√
N
The signal P
N
P
σ Noise in the detector σ σ
αP
2
Noise in the illumination α P
N
αP
P
2σ
√
N
S
N
when Detector Limited P
σN
P
σ
1
α
√
N
S
N
when Signal Limited 1
α
1
α
Table 2.1 shows a compact comparison chart for Signal, Noise and S : N
for a SPC, Active Raster Scanning(RSa) and Passive Raster Scanning(RSp)
systems. The estimate for signal in a RSa system is simply the laser power, and
in the RSp this laser power is spread over each pixel in the passive system,
thus P
N
. For a SPC which uses some subset of pixels to display a full field
pattern. The laser or illumination power is spread over the pixels on the SLM,
but scales with 2
√
N . For a given detector we have standard average noise
value denoted σ. The noise component within the illumination scales with
laser power, but also a proportionality constant, denoted α.
Thus, dividing the S by N cells for a Detector or Signal limited regime gives
the best case scenario for each type of system. An active raster scan, where
the laser power is not distributed over many pixels, has the lowest inherent
noise based scaling with only the ratio between laser power and detector noise
when detector limited. This is perhaps unsurprising, however there might be
an argument to make for the SPC when comparing to passive raster scanning
as noise scaling with
√
N vs N beats RSp. There should be a caveat noted
here that the size of the detector might ‘cancel’ out the advantage from the
√
N scale factor, but this would have to be experimentally tested, and would
constitute novel research to find the optimal detector size for use with a SPC
or RSp system.
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It should also be noted that the RSp Signal limited S : N appears to beat
out SPC, however in practice, you will never be signal limited within the RSp
regime. It is of course not just the direct S:N estimate that could dictate the
choice of one system over another. SPC is inherently compressible and lends
its self to noise reduction computational processes whereas RS generally does
not. The advantage offered by a RSa system would need to be experimentally
tested against an appropriate SPC to determine if compressibility overcomes
the generally lower S:N in SPC compared to RSa.
The true ‘noise’ profile of any SPC does however depend on the actual con-
tributions from the PD, the interaction with the SLM surface and the chosen
light source. When measured and treated collectively, this has now been exper-
imentally demonstrated [31] to give a fair assessment of the SNR and overall
performance of any given SPC system, while it should be noted that some ap-
proximates have been made in terms of quantification of the laser light source.
The reconstructions in this work were obtained over several years from various
LABVIEW output programs. In most cases, only the final reconstruction is
available for quantitative analysis. This has resulted in estimations being made
using only a single image, with no reference image available. No actual SNR
measurement or calculation can be made on one single image, however for
good and moderate contrast images, the estimation method for single images
does provide a valid result for the SNR. The results obtained are effectively
a measure of the total collective contribution of all noise sources within the
system. Changing one will affect the final SNR of the reconstruction. The
generalised examples described in Table 2.1 allow easy characterisation of the
noise contributions in an SPC by setting one factor to be fully limiting. In
this way, it is possible to make a choice of system based on knowing some
basic parameters of the SPC, such as total illumination intensity, the type of
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detector and its spectral response to the input illumination wavelength. This
should enable a user to select the regime which will most likely match the
conditions in which the SPC camera system will be operating, or to opt for
a raster scanning approach instead if SPC performance is not expected to be
adequate.
Pattern and Transmissivity contribution
An interesting aspect of the SPC is that by changing the construction method
of your pattern basis, or using a fast SLM to reconstruct a temporally dynamic
object, the SNR of the final reconstruction can change. This is of course in ad-
dition to the effect on the final SNR by the collective noise contributions of the
PD, the surface interaction with the SLM and the chosen light source. Com-
bined this leads to an extremely complex set of parameters which determine
the final SNR of the reconstruction.
To simplify things let us consider the case of an active raster scanning system,
RSa. Each coordinate position with which an incident laser beam illuminates
the target object becomes a pixel in the final image. Each pixel must be
measured at least once to fully reconstruct the object, setting a hard limit on
the number of measurements to be made where M = N , M is the number of
measurements and N is the number of pixels in the final image.
In any SPC regime, we instead test spatial components within the object simul-
taneously, and have a number of different configurations of patterns, Pi(x, y).
The more positive reflections we receive from the individual pixels or speckle
spots in these patterns, the higher the score it will receive for any given object.
Let us assume we have some prior knowledge of our object, in this case, our
object is a bright pinhead. No matter the resolution scale we chose to observe
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this object, only one pixel will ever correlate to the pin heads position. If we
use a 2 × 2 SLM fixed to a 50/50 black and white pattern ratio, there will
only be 6 possible pattern combinations using random binary configurations
in which to test our object.
As we cycle patterns we will receive either a positive result from the PD or no
result. There can be no other output of the PD in this special case. For conve-
nience, let us also assume the PD is a perfect detector which will give us integer
values for measured intensity. For any of our 6 patterns, 3 of them will have
an ‘on’ pixel which correlates to the position of the pinhead. Since our object
is so small it will never lie in a mid-position between pixels. With these simple
parameters, the minimum number of patterns needed for reconstruction with
prior knowledge of the object is 1-4, with this variance dependent on ‘lucky’
imaging; getting a positive hit by chance, where you are guaranteed to get a
positive hit on the fourth pattern if you have had 3 unlucky measurements.
This is equivalent to the performance of RSa.
Without such prior knowledge i.e not knowing if there may potentially be
multiple pin heads, we need 3-6, with the SNR of the final 2×2 result improving
after each iteration. You will therefore equally beat the performance of RSa
the same number of times as you fail to match it. However, tested multiple
times with a random arrangement of the 6 patterns, there will be more runs in
which the object will be partially reconstructed before RSa finds the location
of the pin head. In these cases the SNR will be lower than the final value of
3, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Thus, with SPC it may be possible to extract the
position of the pin head before 4 iterations, even if you happen to only get
2 out of three posible ‘lucky’ patterns. Whereas RSa is an ‘all or nothing’
approach based on luck for this special case.
In the case of two pin heads, the image can be fully reconstructed potentially
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signals between 1-2
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paterns 1-4 are weighted 1
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+
Figure 2.6: A visual representation of the reconstruction process for a 2 × 2
arrays and 1-2 pin head objects, note that in the case of 2 pin heads, both
heads are assumed to be uniform brightness. Red dots indicate pin head true
positions.
after 5 patterns, since this is the number of patterns which will return a positive
hit of strength 1 or 2. This depends on whether the specific pattern had one
pixel or two pixels correlating to positions of the two pin heads. As shown
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in Fig 2.6, the final SNR for a single pin head will be higher than two pin
heads, even with the same pattern basis. Thus, as you increase the number
of spatial components in the scene, thereby increasing its total transmissivity,
you decrease the SNR in the final image. This was clearly demonstrated in
our publication [18]. Note that since a detector has been set to return a single
integer for each positive correlating pixel, the value of the SNR may seem
low in comparison to using at an 8-bit scale image (0-256 dynamic range).
This is simply relative to the low numbers we have chosen to represent our
signal with, therefore to describe SNR on varying scales, it is often better to
calculate the SNR in Decibels(dB). For the remainder of the work, all images
are treated on a 8-bit scale thus a simple ratio is sufficient. A brighter pin
head will also return a higher signal which will be reflected in the result, but
for this simplistic example, we have not considered non-uniform objects.
This makes SPC potentially a very good choice of system for finding the posi-
tion of a few spatial components, often beating RSa in any case where there are
a relatively few number of non-zero spatial components compared to the total
number of pixels in the final reconstruction. The assumption has also been
made that patterns can be displayed at an equal rate to the measurements
being made by the raster scan.
Higher Resolution Scales
As spatial components in the object, and resolution required increases, the
interaction on the result becomes far more complex. However, to maximise
the potential contribution to the final image by each pattern, it is always
better to ensure that there is no spatial overlap in your pattern set. Random
binary patterns for example, always include overlap in the spatial components
from pattern to pattern, due to the random nature of the pattern construction,
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Patern contribution %
2x2    3x3    4x4     5x5    6x6     8x8    16x16   32x32
(1/Ni^2)                 (1/Ni^3)
Figure 2.7: Power law comparisons for testing pattern sets which contain either
no spatial overlap or a random distribution, assuming a flat uniform object.
Having no overlap means that pattern contributions vary as 1
N2i
while having
overlap causes the contribution to drop by approx. 1
N3i
while RSa never has any spatial overlap. For a range of pattern resolutions
from 2×2 to 32×32 Fig.2.7 demonstrates the contribution each pattern makes
to the result. This is only true when illuminating a uniform object which fully
fills the scene, if the object was non-uniform, each pattern would contribute
based on the individual spatial components which happened to match the
object. We compare RSa with a randomly generated binary pattern basis
and Hadamard patterns. Patterns based on Hadamard matrices match the
performance of RSa, in terms of pattern contribution percentage. This is due
to having the unique property of zero spatial overlap within their set, but
only exist for square Ni × Ni arrays where Ni is the dimension of the array.
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When raster scanning or using a Hadamard basis and excluding real noise,
each pattern contributes exactly 1
N2i
,and thus the reconstruction is perfectly
retrieved after N2i measurements, for square arrays. In the case of random
binary distributions, there exists many Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of total
possible patterns scaling exponentially with larger resolution arrays.
Generally, it is found in experimental tests that random binary distributions
scale on the order of M > N3i to get a high SNR image from iterative re-
construction. This gives an indication that the true pattern contribution lies
between 1
N3i
and 1
DoF
, allowing confidence that at least each pattern is con-
tributing more than the equivalent of turning a single pixel on and off at a
time, the minimum possible contribution.
However, the order of magnitude gain in pattern contribution by simply elim-
inating spatial overlap in the pattern set is very significant in improving the
overall performance of a SPC system. Thus, results which were obtained later
in the work all utilise such non-spatially overlapping patterns.
Iterative Reconstruction
The iterative process generally allows for ‘live’ viewing of the reconstruc-
tion with incremental improvements frame by frame. If patterns are created
randomly during the actual data acquisition process instead of a finite pre-
prepared set, this type of reconstruction best suits image reconstruction where
time constraints do not apply, as one can simply continue to sample until the
image quality is at the desired level. Additionally, the computational load is
minimised in such algorithms since only the current refined estimate and the
next weighted pattern in the sequence is stored in the computer at any given
time. Such algorithms were the primary reconstruction method of classical
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and computational ghost imaging systems since acquisition times could exceed
> 20 minutes for sufficient image quality.
The iterative algorithm generally employed in most systems is known as a
traditional GI algorithm, defined by
O(x, y) = 〈(S − 〈S〉)(I(x, y)− 〈I(x, y)〉)〉 , (2.4)
where O(x, y) is the estimate of the scene and < ... > denotes an ensemble
average. In the case where the average signal and average pattern tends to
zero Eq. 2.4 can be rewritten into a more intuitive format as
O(x, y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
SiIi(x, y), (2.5)
When a second detector is present which measures the full field intensity of
projected patterns or an estimate of this full field intensity can be made, a
normalization process can be applied to the measured signals which can ac-
count for some time varying sources of noise within a real system. This can
be summarised as
O(x, y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
Si
Ri
Ii(x, y), (2.6)
Where Ri is the reference signal measured or calculated for each individual
pattern.
In general, it is found that after many samples, M ≈ N (Nyquist limit), an
image of the transmissive object is reconstructed. An iterative sequence is
demonstrated in Fig. 2.8. This result was obtained on our primary com-
putational single-pixel imaging system based on the Texas Instruments Light
Commander. A single Thorlabs DET36a Si PD was used to capture the 1024
measurements for a set of 1024 random binary patterns. Due to overlap in
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Figure 2.8: Result of an iterative GI algorithm on a library of weighted pattern
data taken from a standard normalized ghost imaging system for increasing
number of patterns samples (increasing M) when observing a Rubik cube object.
Each image is 32×32 within the final image reaching the Nyquist limit of 1024
measurements.
spatial frequencies of the pseudo-random patterns used for this image recon-
struction, further sampling beyond the Nyquist would lead to a reasonable
increase in image quality compared to the final image in this sequence. Thus,
Nyquist limit measurements using pseudo-random patterns do not necessarily
produce the best possible quality image for any given system.
Inverse Reconstruction
For inversion algorithms we can reshape each 2D random binary pattern, which
can be calculated as part of a pattern set intended to be used in a SPC camera
system, as a 1D array, Ii, and produce a measurement matrix, I containing all
patterns, such that
I = [I1 I2 ... IM ]
T , (2.7)
and vectorize the measured signals to
S = [S S ... S]T , (2.8)
such that the problem can be realised as a set of linear Eqs. given by
IO = S, (2.9)
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where O is a set of unknowns which when recovered, becomes O(x, y), the
estimate of the scene. In the case where M >= N , this problem can be solved
by least-squares methods. However, as the image resolution increases, the size
of I makes performing this reconstruction computationally intensive, while
using fewer measurements than the resolution size to address this results in an
ill-conditioned problem and the reconstructed image quality rapidly decreases.
While this technique has a much higher computational load than the iterative
counterpart, it does form the basis for an approach to reducing the number
of measurements to sub-Nyquist levels. Successfully solving the resultant ill-
conditioned problem can provide much improved results for a given number of
measurements when compared to the standard iterative GI approach.
2.5 Compressed Sensing
2.5.1 Ill conditioned inverse reconstruction
For images containing a relatively small number of pixels (< 4096 pixels) a fully
Nyquist sampled object can be reconstructed using a simple matrix inversion
algorithm however, images above this threshold are required for resolving fine
detail in objects or for general high resolution imaging. Since the number of
measurements, M , required for fully sampling an object scales with the square
of the resolution of the final reconstruction, N , high resolution reconstruc-
tion quickly becomes too computationally and memory intensive to solve in a
reasonable timeframe.
A possible solution to this problem would be to reduce the number of mea-
surements to a sub-Nyquist level forming an ill-conditioned inverse problem.
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In practice, it is found that even removing a small fraction of samples and
solving using least squares methods destroys the reconstruction. To reduce
the number of measurements required for faithful image reconstruction we can
instead employ compressive sensing techniques[32, 33].
Compressed sensing takes advantage of ‘sparsity’ in natural images to reduce
the important coefficients of an image, when that image is represented in an
appropriate domain. Sparsity in natural images refers to the assumption that
can be made to any image excluding those containing infinitely repeating de-
tail i. e excluding fractal images, in which the image can be represented by
only a few non-zero coefficients in some transformed space. When any natural
image undergoes a discrete cosine transform (DCT)[34] for example, the num-
ber of important coefficients which are non-zero are relatively few, this DCT is
effectively a Fourier transform operation, but with imposed boundary condi-
tions, making all frequencies a superposition of cosines instead of sin waves. A
matrix inverse algorithm [35, 36] capable of handling ill-conditioned matrices
can then ‘solve’ this matrix problem, with the solutions of this problem taking
the values of the reconstruction. The strength of this approach is that only a
small fraction of patterns are needed to fully reconstruct the image, as long as
the assumption that the image is sparse in an appropriate domain held true.
2.5.2 Compressed Sensing Results
Figure 2.9 is a single-pixel camera result using the traditional iterative recon-
struction method for an increasing number of measurements. This result was
obtained from a standard SPC based on Thorlabs Light Commander projec-
tion system, using a binary transmissive target object. Pseudo-random binary
patterns were used and the single PD was placed in reflection to capture most
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Figure 2.9: Iterative TGI algorithm reconstructions for increasing measure-
ment values for a 76× 76 resolution image (N = 5776) .Test object is a white
card with cut-out sections resulting in a binary transmissive object. These
results were obtained from a DMD based computational single pixel imaging
system
of the diffuse reflections from the object. This demonstrates the expected in-
crease in image quality as the number of measurements increases. There is still
a relatively low SNR however even when, M , matched the number of pixels in
the final reconstruction, N . Using random patterns in a system such as this
would normally require a greater number of M than N pixels. This is therefore
a poor imaging technique when compared to a simplistic active raster scan
imaging system, for example. Such a system can perfectly reconstruct any
object at a fixed M = N , with noise in the image limited to real sources of
noise from the detector or fluctuating laser power.
Figure 2.10 is a set of images which used identical base data to create the image
sequence shown in this figure, as was used in Figure 2.9. However, this data has
been processed by a compressed sensing algorithm [35, 36]. This is achieved
by restructuring the already obtained data used to produce the iterative result
in Fig 2.9 into a large M ∗N array where each row in this array is a vectorised
pattern. This large array is expressed in a sparse domain, in this case the DCT
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Figure 2.10: Iterative look at CGI algorithm reconstructions for increasing
measurement values for a 76×76 resolution image (N = 5776). Identical data
as demonstrated in Fig. 2.9 with compressive techniques applied.
transform function [34] was applied so that the matrix could be represented by
a few non-zero coefficients. Subsequently, this sparse matrix, with associated
measurements from the PD. The result is vastly improved image quality, even
where M << N . Even at a ’half Nyquist’ number of M = 2500 we observe
that the image has almost been completely faithfully reconstructed. Taking
advantage of sparsity in natural images allows better use of the information
available, leading to increased image quality for a smaller value of M than
with traditional methods, with the offset being an additional computational
processing step.
2.6 Summary
At its core, SPC technology is based on the spatial shaping of a light field of
a known computer pattern, and subsequent reflectance or transmittance mea-
surement of that encoded light field after interaction with some object, with
correlations between the two giving rise to a reconstructed image. Therefore,
the performance and choice of the light source, the PD, the pattern encoding
regime and the algorithm employed to reconstruct an image are the four crit-
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ical ‘components’ which will determine the overall success and output of any
system.
The algorithm however, can generally be applied as a post process to any SPC
data and thus, only the first three parameters are needed to judge the ‘quality’
of data, while the fourth is the applied process which generates the final output.
Which algorithm to use, whether it be a iterative, inverse or compressive is
dependent on several factors. These include the number of measurements and
the number of pixels in the final reconstruction which effect computational
load. For example, having too large a matrix for the computer to store it
in memory, results in being forced to use iterative reconstructions. These
can handle any number of measurements or pixels in the final reconstruction,
provided the final reconstruction is not so large a single pattern at a time
and the current reconstruction cannot be stored in memory simultaneously.
However, given current SPC standard resolutions mostly contained within the
sub megapixel regime, this is not usually a problem for iterative algorithms.
While a compressive algorithm can drastically beat the performance of an
iterative or inverse algorithm, however, there is a larger computational load
for higher resolutions.
SPC technology is also a reversible process in which ambient light can inter-
act with an object and be encoded on and SLM, or an illumination source
can be pre-encoded before interaction and ‘projected’ onto the object. Ob-
ject parameters generally make this choice arbitrary or extremely well defined
e.g. If the object is far away, or is astronomical in nature, it is not possible
to ‘project’ encoded light fields onto such objects. While conversely, objects
such as a molecular gas cloud require specific illumination targeted at a known
absorption line so broadband ambient light is not suitable for encoding. This
highlights SPC as an extremely adaptable technology for a wide range of tar-
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gets and applications where the camera can effectively be ‘tuned’ by changing
detection components or illumination mode, depending on the desired output
or requirements set by target object parameters.
Chapter 3
Multi-wavelength single-pixel
imaging
3.1 Introduction to multi-wavelength imaging
All materials and gases have unique spectral responses over the electromagnetic
spectrum, and imaging devices sensitive to various parts of that spectrum
reveal this well-defined behaviour[37]. Increasing the bandwidth of an imaging
device can increase the total signal intensity, assuming there is a sufficiently
broadband illumination source. However, selecting multiple small bandwidth
regions in which to observe can reveal spectral properties of the object. Such
information can be lost in broadband single channel images, where details
might not be distinguishable from overlapping structure pertaining to another
frequency. Therefore, multi-wavelength or spectral imaging can be a powerful
tool for non-destructive material analysis.
Commonly, Red, Green and Blue (RGB) images are used in combination to
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produce full-colour images. Since the human eye only contains receptors for
these three channels, the combination of these colours gives rise to all other
observable colours and thus the visible spectrum can be fully represented solely
by RGB combination. In visible photography, it is always therefore desirable
to be able to capture at least these three colour channels to properly represent
any natural image. In non-visible imaging, the desired channels are always
application dependent. An example of a non-visible multi-wavelength imaging
application is two channel gas imaging in the infrared. A narrow-band image
formed on a known absorption line of the molecular gas under observation
would be acquired along with a second channel image at a slightly higher or
lower frequency. The differential image of these two channels would then reveal
the presence of the gas.
Each pixel within a visible light detector array assigns a value for a given
spatial component of the scene entering the aperture, relative to the total
intensity of light incident upon it. To achieve RGB colour imaging a standard
digital imaging sensor such as a CCD or CMOS camera normally employs
the use of a Bayer or similar multi-coloured filter to set groups of pixels for
detection of a specific colour illumination bandwidth. On a high-resolution
standard 18 Megapixel DSLR for example, this means 25% of the pixels detect
red illumination, with a further 25% for blue and 50% detect green i.e. a
4.5/4.5/9 Megapixel breakdown in the number of detectors for each colour
channel. Interpolation can then be employed to estimate the additional two
colour channels not sampled on any given pixel so no reduction in resolution
of the final image occurs. This is a form of simultaneous spectral imaging of
the primary RGB colour channels which allows digital cameras to produce full
colour images.
A unique difference in single pixel imaging systems is that the detection and
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Figure 3.1: Experimental setup of light commander based computational imag-
ing system. A standard Rubik’s cube puzzle toy is placed approximately 1m
from the projector system, where the object was chosen for its multi-coloured
faces. This system is capable of sequential or simultaneous multi-wavelength
illumination allowing full colour scenes of the 3D object to be reconstructed in
2D.
spatial resolution components of the imaging system have been ‘decoupled’.
If a narrowband illumination source is chosen, or an appropriate filter is used
in the case of broadband illumination, the detector’s measurements will be
representative to the spectral response of the object for the chosen illumina-
tion bandwidth with the apparent illumination direction set by the detector
position[38]. The weighted contribution for each individual pattern in any
identical pattern set can be hugely disparate between the spectrally filtered
and broadband case, when dealing with a multi-coloured object for example.
This confirms that the differences measured in the PD come from the spatial
components in the object which respond to white light vs single colour illu-
mination. With the addition of multiple detectors, each filtered to a different
illumination bandwidth, spectral imaging with single-pixel detectors becomes
feasible.
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In this experiment, we adapt a computational GI setup, as shown in Fig. 3.1,
by replacing the SLM and laser with a digital light projector (DLP) (Texas
Instruments Light Commander). The DLP contains a digital micro-mirror
device (DMD) and four light emitting diodes: red (R), green (G), blue (B)
and near-infrared (NIR), which can produce structured light fields. We utilize
four different spectrally filtered single-pixel photo-detectors to measure the
intensity of the reflected light at each of the emitted wavelengths, an analogue
to digital converter to digitize the photo-detector signals and a computer to
generate the random patterns and perform multi-wavelength reconstructions
of the test object. In this demonstration, we utilize the built-in illumination
sources of the DLP with frequencies in the extended visible band (400nm-
850nm).
The patterns we use are randomly distributed binary patterns, having a fixed
black and white ratio 1 : 1 which provides self-normalization in intensity out-
put of the system. These fixed ratio patterns are then projected onto the object
using a Nikon 50mm focal length lens. Four spatially separated single-pixel
photo-detectors are positioned to monitor the back-scattered light. For ev-
ery pattern projected, the corresponding object intensity is measured by each
photo-detector, which is fed to a computer algorithm.
Normally during the data acquisition process, all external sources of light must
be eliminated from the system since they would interfere with the recorded
voltage from the SPDs, this requires ghost imaging to be done in the dark,
however in this system we take advantage of the 24 bit-planes projected by the
DLP, normally used for colour depth, to overcome such external noise sources.
An OpenGL control program[39] ensured that every time the projector re-
freshed, a new pattern was displayed to maintain synchronisation within the
system. Thus, the native 1024Hz binary projection speed of the structured
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light mode of the Light commander could be utilised. The OpenGL program
introduced flash planes of 100
Calibration of the Thorlabs DET36A visible Si detector was achieved by in-
serting a white diffuse sheet which is larger than the expected field of view.
This produces a maximal signal for the detector when every pixel of the DMD
is forced into an ‘on’ state. The amplification level of the PD should be set to
the minimal setting for which there is no saturation in the measured signals.
You can subsequently check that the smallest possible object is still detectable
at this level by introducing a black sheet with a small cluster or area of white
corresponding to approximately a single pixel in the final reconstruction. In
practice for a static object, the minimal amplification setting is chosen to not
produce saturated measurements for a given object and distance.
Figure 3.2 demonstrates a differential pattern projection sequence where each
unique pattern is immediately followed by its inverse in a 24 bit-plane projec-
tion cycle. Such a 24 bit-plane cycle is normally associated with full colour
RGB imaging where 8 bit-planes per colour channel combine to form the 24-bit
image. By alternating between a binary pattern and its inverse in subsequent
bit planes allows the demodulation of the measured signal at the frequency
of the bit plane projection, which can isolate the back-reflected signal from
light sources at other frequencies. It is possible to force 50% of the pattern
to be black, and 50% to be white, while achieving a random distribution of
pixels. This is accomplished within the Labview program which generates the
patterns, based on a random number generator. The 50/50 constraint was
introduced by randomly rearranging a 50/50 black and white static pattern,
rather than randomly deciding whether an individual pixel was black or white
as the output of the random number generator. Instead it is the index of the
pixel which is randomized, producing a set distribution. Importantly, this use
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Figure 3.2: Diagram of the pattern projection sequence constrained within a
24 bit-plane projection cycle. Each pattern is displayed followed by its inverse
pattern, allowing a total of 12 unique patterns to be projected per cycle. The
measured signal for each pattern and its inverse forms a differential signal
which is paired with the corresponding unique pattern to allow image recovery.
The differential pattern projection sequence allows isolation of only the signals
corresponding to the patterns, and eliminating background light sources at other
frequencies.
of a unity black and white ratio pattern enables normalisation of the measured
signals for each pattern, which has been shown to improve the SNR of the final
reconstruction [18].
3.2 Simultaneous and sequential illumination
Several approaches can be undertaken to produce multi-wavelength single pixel
reconstructions. The simplest approach is to perform time sequenced illumi-
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nation of different wavelengths with an unfiltered SPD synchronized to the
changes in the illumination sequence. The main advantage of this approach is
that only a single detector is required, whereby the filter is simply changed for
one corresponding to the next channel, leading to a simplistic and potentially
cheaper system. Most standard DLP’s project RGB illumination in sequence
for the perception of white or full colour images to appear for use in video
projection, this means that many DLP’s are already producing illumination
which is compatible with this approach and requires no advanced software or
interface development of the DLP into the single pixel imaging system. This
type of approach is however, always at a disadvantage in any application which
the target object would be expected to exhibit temporal changes in position or
spectral response with live biological samples being a primary example. Any
sequential colour channel reconstruction could be excluded from any direct
comparison between channels and thus this approach can only be applied in
which the scene or object is known to exhibit no temporal changes on the
full timescale between the first channel observed to the last. Additionally,
the time required to complete a multi-wavelength reconstruction is a multiple
of the number of desired channels and thus, is only practically applicable to
situations which call for a reasonably small number of detectors.
Alternatively, another approach is to use simultaneous broadband illumination
from all LEDs with multiple SPDs filtered for different frequencies. An indi-
vidual detector must be assigned to each colour channel and be filtered to the
desired bandwidth. This approach requires a more complex system in which
data must be captured simultaneously from all detectors, and thus complexity
will scale with the number of desired channels. The limitations of this tech-
nique are set by the number of available inputs which can be simultaneously
read and processed by the computer, as well as by the optical topology which
needs to enable multiple outputs for different regions of the spectrum. The
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advantage to this approach is that any scene or object must only remain tem-
porally stable for the duration of a single data acquisition period, in which a
single set of unique patterns will be displayed. Additionally, extending this
approach to include a vast array of filtered detectors responsive to a wide ar-
ray of wavelengths would result in a hyper-spectral imaging system in which
all information about an object or scene would be captured simultaneously,
creating a complete ‘data cube’ for a single observation.
The approach that is described in this work is a hybrid of the two techniques,
which uses time sequenced illumination, but with multiple filtered SPDs. This
hybrid approach was chosen because it meant no hardware alteration of the
DLP system was necessary to produce true white light, as the system naturally
produces pseudo white light from sequential illumination of the RGB diodes.
Since all investigations using this system only required a maximum of three
detectors, the increase in time requirements for complete reconstructions was
therefore not a hindering factor. This would triple the time needed for a
single reconstruction however, this is acceptable when compared to the time
requirement increases associated with an application which called for greater
than 10 colour channels, for example. Multiple filtered detectors were used
as opposed to a single detector since this meant no human intervention was
necessary during ‘slow’ sequential illumination changes to replace the filter,
or by extension, the assembly and programming of an automated filter wheel
device.
An additional method of implementing the projection sequence in the hybrid
method was that the system could be operated in a video projection mode
producing Red, Green, Blue, Magenta, Cyan, Yellow (RGBMYC) (+Black and
White) images, which could be projected at the native display rate. This would
allow different pattern sets to be encoded within a single projected pattern with
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Figure 3.3: A visual representation of the RGBMYC patterns produced when
attempting sequential multi-wavelength imaging. a)-c) represent a single pat-
tern produced for each colour channel where d) is the RGBMYC combination
pattern when a)-c) are displayed quickly in sequence with 8 possible colour
states depending on the breakdown of the colour combinations from each pat-
tern. Each pattern is arbitrarily 15× 15 in this example.
spectral discrimination by filtered single-pixel detectors responding only to the
filtered frequencies. This is an alternate method of image stacking and at the
time of publication of the work described here, was an alternate method to
utilize standard DLP’s in a single pixel imaging system.
Fig.3.3 demonstrates the sequential pattern encoding process for use with the
hybrid approach, which is operated in the native video projection mode of most
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projector systems. This process produces patterns with 8 colour states which
can be pre-recorded into a RGB colour sequence. This results in a ‘video’
sequence of RGBMYC patterns which could enable any standard 24 bit-plane
60Hz projector system to produce the encoded patterns needed for single-pixel
reconstruction. Since most single-pixel camera systems of the time were con-
structed from any commercial digital projector operating in its native video
mode, this created a ‘plug and play’ type system where a specific pattern set
could be encoded as a video format file and run through any projector. For
most SPC cameras this method was an alternate one only, and the motivation
for implementing it derived from investigating the portability of SPC systems
at the time. In contrast, in the results obtained in the main investigation into
colour single-pixel imaging, all operation was undertaken in a specialist ‘struc-
tured light mode’ which is not found in standard projector systems. Structured
light mode forces all bit planes to be equal in length and sets diodes to be active
for the entire bit-plane cycle sequence, producing ‘white’ light for the entire
sequence. In contrast, the video projection mode sets each colour diode on in a
sequence covering the 8 bit-planes which correspond to a portion of the larger
24 bit-plane cycle. In summary, we are effectively only projecting one unique
Red, Green and Blue pattern for every 24 bit-planes, with each pattern fixed
‘on’ for 8 of those bit-planes which correspond to the temporal illumination
sequence of the RGB diodes. Therefore, we can only ever project at a native
60Hz video rate and each pattern projected is a RGBMYC pattern. Since the
detectors are spectrally filtered, they ‘observe’ 8 bit-planes per 24 bit-planes
of a single pattern, with the remaining 16 bit-planes returning no signal for a
single spectrally filtered detector.
It should be noted that since the pattern projection rate was locked to 60Hz,
there was no advanced synchronisation methods required to guarantee the
correct assignment of signals to patterns. At this ‘slow’ rate, simply taking all
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of the measurements obtained for one loop of the controlling Labview program,
and making the assumption that all signals related to the current pattern the
controlling program was instructing the DMD to project, would produce results
with no apparent degradation.
3.3 Multi-wavelength single pixel imaging
3.3.1 RGB imaging
To investigate full colour single pixel imaging an object with a variety of
colours, in this case a Rubiks cube, was chosen. We take advantage of the
four colour illumination LEDs (R, G, B and NIR) for projecting binary pat-
terns, and extract the signals from photo-detectors that have been filtered with
bandpass coloured filters for each wavelength. These signals are used to re-
construct four separate images representing the four colour planes of reflected
light measured. By overlaying the three R, G and B reconstructions we obtain
a coloured combination image, identical to typical full colour imaging methods,
as shown in Fig 3.4.
To produce the results in Fig. 3.4, the system was operated with a projection
rate of 60Hz. Each pattern was illuminated by a single colour for 1
3
of the total
per pattern projection time, thus giving an equal share to R,G and B illumi-
nations, creating a similar number of measurements per colour channel. The
estimates of the SNR show a varience in each of the componenet color planes
with the final RGB image taking an approximate average value in its estimate.
Please refer to Appendix 1 for a detailed description of the thresholding levels
used to make these estimates.
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SNR     12.7      13.5         13.9         13.2               
Figure 3.4: Reconstructions from data obtained from three spectrally filtered
PD’s for RGB colour channels from the system shown in Fig.3.1. The final
image is a combination of the first three which gives the full colour RGB image
of the Rubik’s cube target object. These images were 128×128 (Nyquist=16384)
are correspond to > 20 minutes of acquisition time with the projector running
at the standard video rate of 60Hz. Estimates of the SNR in each colour plane
and the RGB image were made.
3.3.2 Fluorescence imaging
Fluorescence is the emission of photons by certain minerals, dyes and paints
when high energy incident light is absorbed by ground state electrons, re-
emitted at a longer wavelength and lower energy when the excited electron
returns to its ground state in a radiative decay. It is widely used in microscopy
for a number of imaging applications [40, 41, 42].
Figure 3.5 describes the basic fluorescence process when under the correct
chemical conditions, a material absorbs high energy incident light, producing
a ground state electron excitation which moves through a two-step process
back into its ground state. Firstly, the electron will transition into an allowed
lower energy state, without radiating a photon. Secondly, the electron will
transition back into a ground state, but will emit a photon of lower energy
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Figure 3.5: Jablonski diagram detailing the absorbance, the non-radiative por-
tion of the electron decay and the fluorescence as the electron returns to its
ground state. Used with public domain permission.
than the initial incident light. The lower energy photon is a result of some
energy being transferred during the time the electron is in an excited state to
kinetic energy, and is known as vibrational relaxation. The simple relationship
between S0 and S1 can be shown as follows
S0 + hν = S1 (3.1)
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Where S0 is the ground state of the fluorescent material, S1 is the first excited
state, hν is the photon energy and h and ν are Plancks constant and the photon
frequency respectively. A ratio to describe the efficiency of the fluorescence
reaction, known as the quantum efficiency, Φ is then simply
Φ =
hνE
hνA
(3.2)
Where hνE is the number of emitted photons observed and hνA is the total
number of absorbed photons. This well-known phenomenon is used extensively
for a multitude of purposes including industrial testing techniques and colour
enhancement in microscopy of biological samples. Normally visible light flu-
orescence, most commonly produced by ultraviolet stimulation, can be easily
observed using CCD cameras. However, a Bayer, or other spectral filter within
a commercially available CCD camera can have poor colour discrimination and
mainly functions in the visible spectrum. Thus, a single pixel imaging approach
may be able to offer some distinct advantages over traditional imaging methods
constrained to poor colour discrimination filters, since narrowband filters can
readily be applied to large area single element detectors. Additionally, it would
be a simple procedure of changing detector type and subsequent filtration to
alter the system for the infrared and lower energy fluorescence observation.
The system described in Fig. 3.1 was thus used to investigate a fluorescent
imaging application by imaging the Rubiks cube object while coated in paints
known to fluoresce under blue light illumination.
Fluorescence sensitive single pixel reconstruction is achieved by precise selec-
tion of emission wavelength of the projector for a filtered detector to receive
stimulated emission in a specific bandwidth, by pre-filtering the broadband
emission with a narrowband filter. This has been shown in a classical (non-
computational) GI setup [43]. To demonstrate fluorescence single pixel imag-
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ing, certain sections of the test object have been painted with two different
fluorescent inks: red and green, where these paints had similar fluorescence
quantum efficiency, Φ. For this investigation, the projector was operated in a
single illumination mode, such that it projects monochromatic, random binary
patterns. It is subsequently possible to either reconstruct true colour images
consisting of the components of an object which are solely reflecting light, or
those components which are emitting light by fluorescence. This allows us
to separate these ‘components’ or produce various combination images as any
application required. In the various colour planes of Fig 3.6 we observe both
reflection and fluorescence spectral components of the object. This is shown
for example in the Green channel of Fig 3.6, where both sections of the test
object which were painted with fluorescent paint and those which would nat-
urally reflect light of the same wavelength as the illumination wavelength is
observed, which was the first time this had been shown in such a system[44].
Figure 3.6 shows reconstruction in all observed colour planes, which correspond
to results obtained from their respective spectrally filtered detectors, while
fully maintaining a single monochromatic blue illumination source during data
acquisition. The results from the green and red channels with a positive result
demonstrate fluorescent light has been emitted by the coatings on each section
since no other source of light was present. A ‘control’ section was arbitrarily
selected to receive no coating of green fluorescent paint to demonstrate that
under blue illumination, there is no natural response from the test object in
a non-blue channel. This control confirmed that we were observing a positive
reconstruction in that segment of the test object due to the fluoresce effect,
and not for any other reason, such as broader than expected spectral response
from the object.
The response from the red paint was substantially lower in intensity than that
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SNR  1.6*       11.5       11.6       10.3 
Figure 3.6: Results of florescence imaging on the Rubik’s cube test object with
265k iterations per colour channel. The illumination was set by activating only
the blue LED while the target object was coated in various colours of florescent
paint. In the test although only blue illumination was used, the florescent
emission of green and to a small extent, the green and red filtered PDs observed
red light. A combination image is shown with larger noise contributions in
the red colour channel due to overall low intensity. Note that in the green
channel image the ‘missing’ green square donated by the small red ‘X’ in that
reconstruction was not coated in florescent paint, thus serving as a ‘control’
section.
of the green paint and this is reflected by reduced SNR in the red channel. Any
single-pixel imaging technique suffers from the effect that as signal intensity
reaches comparable levels to intrinsic noise of the detector, the reconstruction
will degrade until there is no visible reconstruction for a single colour chan-
nel in the case of multi-spectral imaging, this is an outcome of the separate
normalisation process carried out on each individual colour channel. Global
normalisation, whereby the maximal value over all colour channels is selected
as the normalization factor, may improve specific examples of multi-channel
reconstructions, where there is one poor channel compared to the others how-
ever, such a process would effectively nullify the poor channel, and overall
noise would be reduced by simply applying the normalisations to similar qual-
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SNR  5.2
Figure 3.7: Non-visible result of the Rubik’s cube test object with 850nm illu-
mination at 256 × 192 pixel resolution. This image was produced from a high
sample number, approximately 5×Nyquist. The estimated SNR was lower than
the individual visible colour channel results due to the lower overall spectral
response of the object in the NIR region for the PD used.
ity channels. This contrasts with traditional imaging methods where the image
will simply appear darker as an object becomes ‘fainter’. However, it is en-
tirely possible to perform SNR analysis on reconstructions during the data
acquisition process, thus a user defined SNR minimum can easily be set, below
which a channel will simply be discarded, or a threshold value set to indicate
no meaningful reconstruction was obtained.
3.3.3 Shortwave infrared imaging
The advantage offered by imaging with a single-pixel detector compared to a
pixelated sensor when changing wavelength sensitivity is that only the expense
of changing a single element detector is needed as opposed to an entire sensor
with spatial resolution. Additionally, visible spectrum coated DMD’s have an
extended operational bandwidth when compared to most visible tuned projec-
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tion or detection optical equipment, normally covering a region of 0.2µm−2µm.
Taking advantage of this broadband response to illumination of the DMD
makes it an excellent choice to produce a broad spectrum or selective wave-
length imaging system, with potential applications in hyper-spectral or ab-
sorption line imaging. Hyper-spectral imaging is simply any imaging device
which can record many spectral components of a scene, generally simultane-
ously. Therefore, images produced from a hyper-spectral camera take the form
of a 3D cube where each 2D plane represents a different measured frequency.
In contrast, absorption line imaging is undertaken by having a camera sys-
tem selectively measure a few frequencies of a material, usually a gas, where
broadband light has transmitted through that material. Due to the properties
of light interaction within mediums, certain wavelengths are readily absorbed
into the substance. These frequencies correspond to that material’s electron
excitation states. Since specific wavelengths carry a discrete energy value, the
energy values which matches the excitation energies of the material’s electrons
can be absorbed to a well-defined degree. This creates a ‘fingerprint’ like re-
sponse when observing the transmitted light in a spectrometer, however in
terms of imaging, it is then possible to select two image frequencies where
one corresponds to an absorption wavelength, and the other does not. The
differential image produced from these two images reveals the presence of any
substance which may be colourless under normal illumination, but is high-
lighted by the large differential between the highly absorbing frequency, and
the non-absorbing frequency.
The DLP used in this investigation comes with a fourth, non-visible near in-
frared (850nm) LED, an appropriate Near IR sensitive detector was added to
demonstrate the proof of principle result that this system can image beyond
the visible light spectrum. Using the same technique to obtain fluorescence
images, the projector was placed in a single illumination mode and a sin-
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gle photo-detector equipped with a NIR spectral filter was used to measure
the reflected light from each projected binary random pattern only allowing
light from the NIR diode to be transmitted to the detector. Fig.3.7 is only
a single channel non-visible result, but demonstrates the ability to image in
a non-visible region for which the DMD has an acceptable response to illu-
mination. This suggests a potentially lower cost and ‘tuneable’ alternative to
current non-visible imaging devices. DMD devices can range between $500-
$8000 depending on operational speed, however it is estimated that current
NIR cameras scale at a rate of $50000 per megapixel (a 320 × 260 SWIR
camera is currently approx $14000), whereas a single-pixel imaging device,
based on a DMD does not have this large cost scaling factor associated with
it. Higher resolution DMD’s stay within the current price bracket whereas
standard non-visible imaging cameras very quickly reach untenable costs for
increases in resolution quality only.
3.3.4 Fast multi-wavelength imaging
The setup used in this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.8. The DLP provides spa-
tially incoherent light which is imaged to the plane of the scene with a 55mm
lens and is in effect an update to the system described in Fig. 3.1. For each
incident pattern, the total intensity reflected from the scene is directed onto a
composite dichroic beam splitter (X-Cube) using a large collection lens. The
dichroic beam splitter is used to spectrally filter red, green and blue light to-
wards different outputs and allow subsequent measurement on three unfiltered
single-pixel photo-detectors. The computer records all three photodetector
signals via an analogue-to-digital converter, providing image reconstruction
using an appropriate algorithm. This is chosen based primarily on the de-
sired resolution of the final image, high resolutions above 128 × 128 were not
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Figure 3.8: Experimental setup of light commander based computational imag-
ing system. A collection of small scale dinosaurs are placed approximately
1m from the projector system. This system is capable of sequential multi-
wavelength illumination allowing full colour scenes to be reconstructed.
suited for matrix inverse or compressed sensing based reconstructions due to
the high computational load and ram requirements for storing such large ma-
trices. Thus, in this case the standard iterative algorithm was used. As we
require only binary illumination patterns, we operate the projector with all
three LEDs permanently on and can take advantage of the colour planes to
display 24 different binary images per frame, working again in the structured
light mode of the DLP.
A standard digital light projector produces 24-bit colour depth images at a
typical frame rate of 60Hz, meaning that the pattern display rate is equiva-
lent to 1440Hz. Therefore, to reconstruct images by raster scanning or basis
scanning with Hadamard matrices, the acquisition time and hence maximum
achievable frame rate are summarised by Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Graph demonstrating the linear relationship between the acquisition
time in seconds verses the total pixel count of the final reconstructed image.
This assumes 100 percent of Nyquist sampling and a constant pattern projec-
tion rate, 1440Hz in this case to reflect the rate of a standard 24 bit-plane
commercial DLP. Common square resolution values have been highlighted on
the scale.
However, DMD technology is now capable of achieving display rates more
than 20kHz, significantly reducing the acquisition time for imaging with a
single-pixel detector. This opens the possibility of reconstructing images faster
than one second, allowing video or near-video real time reconstructions to
potentially be made.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Full-colour iterative reconstruction of a 3D scene, obtained
by combining the separate reconstructions derived from three photo-detectors
sensitive to (b) red, (c) green and (d) blue colour channels. The illumina-
tion patterns and final reconstruction utilized a 256× 128 pixel resolution and
required > 20× Nyquist number of measurements. The 3D scene had dimen-
sions of approximately 20cm × 10cm and was located approximately 1m from
the digital light projector.
2D scene reconstruction
Figure 3.10 shows a high quality full-colour reconstruction along with the indi-
vidual colour channels which form the combination image. This real-world 3D
scene here is represented in 2D in a similar manner consistent with a standard
Bayer filtered CCD camera albeit at the lower resolution of 256x128 with the
main difference being that in a Bayer filtered system, pixel interpolation is
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always incorporated to give final full colour results the full stated resolution
of the sensor. In contrast, here each colour channel has an equal resolution
to the final reconstructed image using the single-pixel, full-colour combina-
tion reconstruction, a subtle but important difference in the image processing
requirements between the two imaging methods. The 256 × 128 resolution
balances expected levels of detail within the final image with acquisition time
set by the maximum display rate of 1440Hz. At the time of publication of this
image, this was the first simultaneous real world multi-wavelength image of a
scene by a single pixel/ghost imaging camera. This was a shift in reconstruc-
tion fidelity, approaching what could be described as single pixel ‘photography’
away from the binary transmissive objects of past experiments.
Compressed results
Compressive sensing applies well to the obtained data used to produce Fig-
ure 3.10 as acquisition time can become a major detrimental factor to the
hybrid method employed for this investigation (See Chapter 2.5 for CS algo-
rithm details). If one wishes to readily extend the same technique either into a
non-visible region or have additional channels for higher colour discrimination,
additional time for each detector added will have be accounted for. Compres-
sive sensing can therefore allow for more than twice the number of detectors
for the same time investment with far greater apparent image quality over the
same number of iterations.
Figure 3.11 Demonstrates compressive and non-compressive results for an in-
creasing number of sampled encoded patterns. A final, massively over sampled
iterative result is displayed to indicate approximately the number of samples
required to match the compressive result of 8000 samples. From the sequence
of images shown for this resolution, images corresponding to greater than 50%
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of coloured image reconstructions with 128× 64 pixel
resolution for increasing sample size using an iterative and a compressive algo-
rithm. For 8000 (approximately Nyquist) measurements the acquisition time is
less than 12 seconds. SNR Estimates show CS vastly out performing iterative
algorithms for all measurement levels.
of the Nyquist limit shows faithful image reconstruction. This is contrast to
the iterative approach in which even at Nyquist, image quality is still poor.
An advantage of compressive sensing as applied to single-pixel image recon-
struction is that there is no pre-set ‘special’ requirements involved with ap-
plying the compressive sampling algorithm to recorded data. Any previous
single-pixel dataset is applicable to be reconstructed via a compressed sens-
ing method as opposed to basic iterative reconstruction. While old datasets
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CS vs Iterative Performance for an 8000-pixel image
M
S
N
R
Figure 3.12: Compressive vs Iterative algorithm performance comparison for
an 8000 pixel final reconstruction. Iterative reconstructions have an extremely
linear response with increasing measurement number while there is an exponen-
tial response from CS in like for like comparisons to iterative reconstructions.
will most likely have taken the time to fully Nyquist sample the object, the
required information needed to produce a result can always be reduced. Thus,
new datasets can completely omit a fraction of the needed samples, being an
example of sub-Nyquist sampling, saving on both time taken during data ac-
quisition and on the total information required to be retained in producing
reconstructions.
Figure 3.12 shows the performance comparison of CS and iterative reconstruc-
tion for the 8000-pixel dino image shown in Fig. 3.11. This plots the total
number of measurements used to acquire the reconstruction, M , vs the SNR
estimate of that reconstruction. While these are SNR estimates made using
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the ROI threshold method described in Chapter 2, when appropriate trend
lines are added it is possible to observe a very good linear fit with the iterative
algorithm. Doing the same for CS, an exponential increase in performance
with increasing M is observed. Note that it is not possible to supply the CS
algorithm with 256k weighted patterns due to the nature of the matrix inverse
process required to perform CS. This is a limitation of current computer mem-
ory capacity. However, we obtain near identical SNR estimates for the 8000
pattern CS reconstruction and the 256k iterative reconstruction, demonstrat-
ing the power of the CS algorithm to effectively supress the background ‘floor’
of the reconstructions.
In addition to estimating the SNR, the presence of a reference image also allows
the calculation of the Structural Similarity Index(SSI)[45] of each pixel. SSI
is an algorithm applied to images or video, that attempts to quantify a value
for ‘quality’ as is normally only determined by a human observer, it uses three
comparison metrics: luminance, contrast, and structure.
Figure 3.13 is the visual representation of the SSI calculation for the selection
of iterative and compressive results chosen in Fig A.3. The brightness of each
pixel in an SSI image, taking a positive value between 0 and 255 represents
the similarity in that pixel between the supplied and reference images. It
is interesting result as this metric demonstrates clearly where the real power
of compressed sensing lies; The ability to drastically reduce the noise floor,
compared to the relative peak intensity. Looking at the histogram result in Fig
A.3 for the 8k compressive and 8k iterative results, we see a striking similarity
in the signal distribution, however, the noise floor in the 8k iterative result in
still such that all background pixels in the 8k iterative SSI image score almost
0. However, the background level is much closer in even the 2k compressed
sensing SSI image to the background of the reference 264k iterative result. By
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Figure 3.13: SSI calculations for 2 iterative and 2 compressive results. The
Global Index value is an averaged value which states, as a percentage the rela-
tive similarity between image pixels and reference image pixels overall.
8k measurements in the CS result, we have a very good overall SSI score. This
visual metric demonstrates the convergence in iterative results, and the rapid
convergence in CS, which is due to the rapid lowering of background noise
instead of higher signal pixels.
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3.4 Discussion
It has been shown that computational imaging with three single-pixel detectors
can be used to produce full-colour images of large scenes in just a few seconds of
data acquisition. The use of a digital light projector and a suitable computer
algorithm allows rapid structured illumination and hence short acquisition
times, showing promise for a range of alternative imaging applications.
Additionally, by employing compressive sensing techniques, significant im-
provement to the image quality is observed when the number of measure-
ments is far below the Nyquist limit. An advantage of compressed sensing is
that no ‘active’ process is mandatory for any single pixel imaging system to
take data compressively, indeed any non-compressive previously recorded set
of encoded patterns and signals can be processed compressively to reconstruct
the sub-Nyquist reconstruction. The advantage however of knowing that one
is preforming compressed sensing while acquiring data is a reduction in the
required time to obtain all data needed for a reconstruction.
The low cost of additional photo-detectors and the large operating bandwidth
afforded by DMD technology opens a range of alternative imaging solutions,
such as hyper-spectral imaging and particularly for imaging at wavelengths
where CCD or CMOS imaging technology is limited. Non-visible commer-
cial cameras focus on small bandwidths which have some commercial interest,
but there also exists some regions of the infrared for which readily available
commercial cameras are not suited or difficult to operate in. This single pixel
approach can operate over all visible and non-visible bandwidths with only the
cost of a single detector per total number of desired colour channels compared
to the cost of replacing a sensor with high spatial resolution. This holds true
for any region of the EM spectrum in which it is readily possible to spatially
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shape light fields.
There is a balance to be struck between acquisition time, and desired reso-
lution. Depending on the specific object, temporal information may not be
relevant, so many colour channels can be employed at high resolution without
concern for the result. However, the resolution and number of channels is an
easily scalable feature of the single-pixel imaging technique. For any given
application, sequentially higher resolution runs of the system can be under-
taken to discover the appropriate level of detail required for a given inherent
noise value. The final resolution can be set accordingly, up to the maximum
resolution of the DMD itself, which in this case was 1 Megapixel.
Chapter 4
Polarisation sensitive
single-pixel imaging
4.1 Introduction to polarisation
A polarisation is the orientation in which an oscillating wave will ‘trace’ a locus
of points for a fixed position in space, over some period of time [46, 47, 48]. Any
oscillating wave will have a polarisation state and this state can be affected
by interacting with a medium, or by scattering on a surface. How an object
interacts with polarised light is a direct method of quantifying certain object
properties related to the surface, type of material and even internal refractive
index. However, polarisation is an often-underexploited property of light due
to the moderate difficulty in polarisation applications which require spatial
resolution of the states.
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Figure 4.1: a) An electromagnetic field propagating in the direction z, with
orthogonal electric and magnetic field components, denoted E and B respec-
tively. b) The linear polarisation state of a light wave, with arbitrarily defined
0◦ relative angle. c) Two orthogonal waves in a circularly polarised state, with
phase difference φ1 = 90
◦ and the amplitudes of the waves are equal. d) Two
orthogonal waves with a phase difference φ2 6= 90◦.
4.1.1 Polarisation states
Figure 4.1 demonstrates a series of planewaves propagating along the z-axis
in a range of different polarisation states. Figure 4.1 a) describes the electric
field, E and magnetic field, B, components of an electromagnetic (EM) wave
of light. E and B are always orthogonal to each other and the oscillations are
intrinsically in phase. This orthogonality arises from the classical result of the
planewave solution to Maxwell’s equations where E •B = 0, and the E and B
fields can be written as
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−→
Ex(z, t)jˆ = E0sin(kz − ωt+ ϕ)jˆ (4.1)
i
−→
By(z, t)kˆ = B0sin(kz − ωt+ ϕ)kˆ (4.2)
Where
−→
Ex(z, t) and
−→
By(z, t) are the magnitudes of the planewaves at any given
point and time, k = 2pin
λ
is the wavenumber, kˆ and jˆ are standard basis vectors
which satisfy a right hand coordinate system ( the type of system applicable
to the examples in Fig. 4.1). ω = 2pif is the angular frequency, t a given point
in time and ϕ is the phase shift of the wave.
By convention, we will omit the polarisation state of the B field component
and focus on the orientation of the E field component only when describing
the ‘polarisation’ state of any EM planewave. Fig 4.1 b) demonstrates the
linear polarisation state of an individual EM planewave propagating in the
z-axis. Here an orthogonal 0◦ angle is defined. It is often useful, and a sim-
plification of the relationship, to define such an angle as always perpendicular
to the propagation of one of the EM planewaves, however, an arbitrary angle
is also valid. This section in effect describes the propagation of a single EM
planewave, however in nature, a light source with generally emit many such
waves. These waves may be emitted in a single orientation or many. It is
therefore the net combined E field of interacting waves which determines the
resultant net polarisation state. A two wave system can be summarised in a
column vector format as follows, and taking the form eiθ
−→
E (z, t) =

ex
ey
0
 ei(kz−ωt+φ)
Where φ = ϕ1 − ϕ2 is the phase difference between the two waves. While
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a single individual wave will have some linear polarisation state, when there
are two interfering waves, linear polarisation occurs when φ = 0, and the
orientation is dependent solely on the combined
−→
E (z, t) field component. Light
from a source is said to be fully linearly polarised when all EM planewaves have
no phase difference between them, and take a single net orientation. See Fig.
4.2 a) for the linear polarisation ‘trace example. When φ 6= 0 the resultant
trace for a fixed position in the z-axis over a period of time will take the form
of an ellipse with semi-major and minor axes, A and B, as shown in Fig. 4.2
b).
Figure 4.1 c) describes the situation in which two orthogonal planewaves have
a phase difference of φ = ±pi
2
. This ‘special case’ results in circularly polarised
light. If φ = +pi
2
, the orientation of the
−→
E (z, t) field component traces a circle
on any fixed position in the z-axis in a counter clockwise direction. This is
referred to as Left-Handed Circular Polarisation (LHCP). Conversely if φ =
−pi
2
, the circle will be traced in a clockwise fashion and is referred to as Right-
Handed Circular Polarisation (RHCP), as seen in Fig 4.2 d). Figure 4.1 d)
demonstrates two orthogonal planewaves for which φ 6= 0 and φ 6= ±pi
2
. This is
the general form of polarisation as any expression concerning the ‘polarisation
ellipse’ can be used in the linear or circular polarisation case. The ellipsoid
trace can be observed in Fig. 4.2 d).
The resultant ellipse drawn out by a propagating pair of waves can be used
to fully describe the geometric properties of linear or non-linear polarisation
states of a system. Fig 4.2 a)-d) describe all possible net polarisation states
light can take. Therefore, parameterising polarisation by the magnitudes of
the | E | field components, the orientation relative to the y-axis, and the
‘ellipticity’ in the case of elliptical polarisation, fully describes the polarisation
state . To summarize this parameterisation, the equation of an ellipse in its
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Figure 4.2: a) At a fixed point on the z-axis from Fig. 4.1 of a linear polarisa-
tion state, with angle θ to the y-axis. The size of oscillation is the magnitude
of the electric field component | E |. b) Two out of phase waves will trace out
an ellipsoid on the fixed point of the z-axis, with semi-major and minor axes,
A and B. c) Negative values for φ cause Right-Handed Elliptical Polarisation
(RHEP), conversely positive values give rise to Left-Handed Elliptical Polari-
sation (LHEP) with the oscillation tracing the ellipsoid in a counter clockwise
and clockwise direction, respectively.
standard form (aligned to the xy-axes) is
E20x
A2
+
E20y
B2
= 1 (4.3)
Where E0x and E0y are the electric field components wrt to the xy coordinate
system. However, for any given elliptical polarisation state, an ellipse with any
orientation is possible. Therefore, from Eqn. 4.2 it is possible to derive [49]
the equation of an ellipse in its non-standard form given by
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Ex(z, t)
2
E20x
+
Ey(z, t)
2
E20y
− 2Ex(z, t)Ey(z, t)
E0xE0y
cosφ = sin2φ (4.4)
Furthermore, an orientation angle, θ which is the angle the semi-major axis
makes with the x-axis can be further derived from Eqn. 4.4 using both alge-
braic calculations, and trigonometric identities to give
tan(2θ) = tan(2α)cos(φ) (4.5)
Where tan(α) = E0x
E0y
is known as the ‘auxiliary’ angle. The final parameter to
define is the ellipticity angle, , which determines how far from a circle or line
the ellipsoid trace will take. Further work on Eqn. 4.4 yields an expression for
the equation of an ellipse in terms of  as follows
tan(2) = sin(2θ)tan(φ) (4.6)
4.1.2 Jones calculus
Jones calculus [50] is a matrix representation of polarisation which is useful
for describing the individual states in a system, but also how those states
change when interacting with optical components. Jones Vector and Matrix
polarisation only deals with fully polarised or unpolarised states. From Eqn.
4.2 in a column vector format, and using τ = (kz − ωt) as the wave phase,
then the Jones column vector for the E field is
−→
E =
(
Ex
Ey
)
=
(
E0xe
iτx
E0yeiτy
)
(4.7)
Where E0y and E0y are the amplitude components and e
iτ is the phase com-
ponent. Generally, we want to normalize the Jones vector. For a complex
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number, this means that the dot product between the number and its complex
conjugate is one. If we set the orientation of the Jones vector to be horizon-
tal and vertical we can represent linear horizontal, vertical, −45◦ and +45◦
polarisation Jones vectors as follows
−→
EH =
(
Ex(t)
0
)
=
(
E0xe
iτx
0
)
=
(
N
0
)
= N
(
1
0
)
(4.8)
−→
E V =
(
Ey(t)
0
)
=
(
0
E0yeiτy
)
=
(
0
N
)
= N
(
0
1
)
(4.9)
−→
E −45 =
(
Ex(t)
0
)
=
(
E0xe
iτx
E0yeiτy
)
=
(
N
N
)
= N
(
1
1
)
(4.10)
−→
E +45 =
(
Ey(t)
0
)
=
(
E0xe
iτx
E0yeiτy
)
=
(
N
N
)
= N
(
1
1
)
(4.11)
Where
(
1
0
)
and
(
0
1
)
are the normalized Jones vectors and N is a normalization
factor.
In the case of circular polarisation, there is a φ = ±pi
2
phase difference, giving
RHCP for negative and LHCP for positive. These two polarisation states can
also be represented by Jones Vectors
−→
E LHCP =
(
E0xe
iτx
E0yeiτy
)
=
(
N
Nei
pi
2
)
=
1√
2
(
1
i
)
(4.12)
−→
E RHCP =
(
E0xe
iτx
E0yeiτy
)
=
(
N
Ne−i
pi
2
)
=
1√
2
(
1
−i
)
(4.13)
For a general ellipse with semi-major and minor axes, A and B respectively.
The Jones vector is
−→
E o =
(
Eox
Eoyeiφ
)
=
(
A
B(cosφ+ isinφ)
)
(4.14)
Using the identity eiφ = cosφ+ isinφ.
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Optical components can also be represented by a Jones Matrix, and matrix
operations between these optical components and incident polarised light can
determine the resultant polarisation state after propagation through the optical
component.
To derive the Jones matrix for a general optical device we can consider the
Jones vector for a beam of light
−→
E i =
(
Eix
Eiy
)
(4.15)
And then consider the same beam of light after propagation through an optical
device
−→
E t =
(
Etx
Ety
)
(4.16)
These two vectors can be fully described by a system of linear equations with
coefficients a,b,c,d.
Etx = aEix + bEiy (4.17)
Ety = cEix + dEiy (4.18)
Satisfying
−→
Et =
−→
J
−→
Ei and rewriting in matrix form gives
−→
J =
a b
c d

Table 4.1 demonstrates the most common Jones Matrices for physical optical
devices. This is useful when summarising any system dealing with polarisation
components, as it allows potentially complex systems to be reduced to a simple
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Table 4.1: Jones Matrices
VLP
 0 0
0 1
 RHCP 1
2
 1 i
−i 1

HLP
 1 0
0 0
 LHCP 1
2
 1 −i
i 1

+45 1
2
 1 1
1 1
 QWP Fast V e ipi4
 1 0
0 −i

QWP Fast H e
ipi
4
 1 0
0 i

matrix per component. The effect of the light through the system can then be
readily determined in simulation. The Jones matrix method is unique in its
dealing of the instantaneous electric field, making it the preferred choice when
using coherent light sources such as lasers. Other methods described in the
proceeding section are chosen then in cases of randomly and quickly altering
polarization states, which can be found in natural light sources.
4.1.3 Stokes’ Parameters
Another useful characterization method for polarisation is the four Stokes’
parameters [51]. These can be defined by a number of notation methods,
namely S0,S1,S2,S3 or I,Q,U ,V and even S1,S2,S3,S4 which can lead to some
confusion. Therefore, for the purposes of this discussion we will constrain
to use the I,Q,U ,V convention in this section, but will use the S0,S1,S2,S3 in
future references as this is the standard accepted convention. These parameters
are extremely useful in practical polarisation applications because they can be
easily measured and unlike the Jone’s vector, can deal with partial polarised
states, which is common in many sources.
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Figure 4.3: a) The Polarisation Ellipse with defined orientation angle, χ and
ellipticity angle Ψ, these angles are chosen by convention when one wishes to
project angles into spherical coordinates. b) Poincare sphere for the Stokes’
parameters. Along the horizontal we have various orientations of linear polar-
isation, as one selects a vector which moves towards the ‘poles’ of the sphere,
the light becomes non-linear with an increasing ellipticity in the resulting po-
larisation ellipse. At the pole, the light is circularly polarised with LHCP or
RHCP if the vector is pointing to the north or south pole, respectively.
Figure 4.3 a) Is a diagram of the well-established polarisation ellipse, the gen-
eral case for a state of polarisation. Here we have defined the orientation angle
as χ, which is still the angle with which the semi-major axis makes with the
y axis, and the ellipticity angle, ψ which determines the shape of the ellipse,
allowing it to take the form of a line in the case of linear polarisation, a circle
for circular polarisation and any other shape for all other polarisation states.
In a practical setting, we may wish to characterise some unknown light beam
in terms of its polarisation ellipse. The first stage of that characterisation is to
measure the total intensity of light we are receiving, containing no polarisation
information. This forms the first Stokes’ parameter, I and allows us to nor-
malise all subsequent measurements to this total intensity value, which results
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in all Stokes’ parameters taking values between −1 ≤ SIQUV ≥ 1. From Fig
4.1 c) we can see that any beam of light has a polarisation orientation which is
the sum of the two Electric Field vectors where this orientation angle can take
any value 0 ≤ χ ≥ 2pi and any ellipticity angle −pi
2
≤ Ψ ≥ pi
2
. We can measure
individual linear components of the polarisation states using a linear polariser
which can be rotated through 2pi with an arbitrarily defined but constant 0◦
value. This optical sheet only allows transmission of light rays which match
the current orientation of the polariser. Measuring orthogonal linear polari-
sation states allows us to characterize both the orientation and ellipticity of
the polarisation ellipse. The second and third Stokes’ parameter are therefore
defined as the difference between orthogonal states, with Q and U rotated by
45◦ relative to each other
Q = I0◦ − I90◦ (4.19)
U = I45◦ − I135◦ (4.20)
Where the Iθ◦ are the various orientations of the linear polariser for a given
measurement. Working from the equation of an ellipse in its standard form as
shown in Eqn. 4.3, and the eccentricity of the ellipse as expressed in terms of
the semi-major and minor axes, namely
e =
√
1− b
2
a2
(4.21)
it is possible to derive [52] the first two Stokes’ parameters in terms of the
ellipse orientation θe and its eccentricity, e.
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Q =
e2cos2θe
2− e2 (4.22)
U =
e2sin2θ
2− e2 (4.23)
It follows that it is possible to rearranged Equation 4.23 to give e and θe in
terms of Q and U
e2 =
2
√
Q2 + U2
1 +
√
Q2 + U2
(4.24)
tan2θ =
U
Q
(4.25)
Equation 4.25 are two powerful expressions which allows the near full char-
acterisation of the polarisation ellipse from just four measurements with a
varying linear polariser. To complete the ‘picture’ of the polarisation ellipse
we must address the chirality of the polarisation state, which is only non-zero
if the light in non-linearly polarised. Therefore, for known linearly polarised
light sources, the polarisation state can be fully characterised by only the first
three Stokes’ parameters, with the fourth assumed to be zero.
If take our linear polariser, and introduce an optical device known as a ‘quarter
wave plate’, which offsets the phase of transmitted light by pi
4
, and thus can
be selected to only allow a non-linear polarised source rotating in either a
clockwise or counter clockwise direction passage through the optical device.
Thus, we can define the final Stokes’ parameter as follows
V = 2Ic − I (4.26)
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We can use derivation to acquire an expression of V in terms of e, but not θe
as before
V 2 =
4(1− e2)
(2− e2)2 (4.27)
Thus, a value of V = −1 indicates counter clockwise polarisation and V = +1
indicates clockwise orientation. V = 0 indicates linear polarisation. As before
we can express this in terms of the eccentricity
e2 =
2(−1 + v2 +√1− V 2)
V 2
(4.28)
So we are able to obtain the eccentricity, and chirality of the polarisation state
from a measurement with the QWP optical device, but not the orientation of
the ellipse from this parameter alone.
Figure 4.3 b) demonstrates the Stokes’ parameters as projected onto a 3D co-
ordinate system, with the resulting surface for possible values of I known as
a Poincare Sphere. Here the physical position or coordinates of the I vector
determine the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse. If the po-
larisation state never leaves the horizontal axis, for example, the polarisation
state will be purely linear, with a changing orientation as the state ‘moves’
around the circle of the horizontal of the sphere. When one leaves the horizon-
tal axis in either a positive or negative direction, the state becomes non-linear,
with a larger ellipticity as it approaches one of the poles of the sphere, at this
point the state is circular. This also illustrates the special case nature of linear
and circular polarisation quite concisely, where linear polarisation is the spe-
cial case where the polarisation state never leaves the 2D horizontal plane, and
circular polarisation is the special case where the polarisation state is either
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directly north, or south, with each representing LHCP or RHCP respectively.
Here χ and psi are represented as angles mapped onto this spherical coordi-
nate system. Additionally, we can define an expression for the total intensity,
It as a fraction of the degree of polarisation present, p which can allow for a
partial state of polarisation in our calculations, such that It = Ip. The Stokes’
parameters can readily be expressed in terms of the spherical coordinates of
the Poincare sphere as
Q = Ipcos2Ψcos2χ (4.29)
U = Ipsin2Ψcos2χ (4.30)
V = Ipsin2χ (4.31)
The factor of two for both the orientation angle and ellipticity angle are a
result of symmetry effects of the ellipse wrt each angle.
4.2 Polarisation imaging with single-pixel cam-
eras
Traditional visible light cameras can be readily made to be polarisation sensitive[37].
These imaging devices can probe both internal [53] and external [54] properties
of various media and surfaces. Normally multiple cameras [55] are employed
where each single CCD can produce an image for one polarisation state, so
pixel correspondence is required between all cameras to a high degree of accu-
racy if an application calls for more than one polarisation state to be observed
simultaneously. Such applications include Stokes’ parameter imaging. In the
case of linear Stokes’ imaging, 4 cameras need to be spatially and temporally
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synchronized with each other to provide the necessary data for recovery of the
desired image, where each camera measures perpendicular polarisation states
from a lab defined arbitrary angle of linearly polarisation illumination.
It was hypothesized that the fast, high fidelity system described in Chapter
3 of this work could be adapted to be fully polarisation sensitive [56]. This
would offer some distinct advantages over a camera with spatial resolution for
the first time, rather than simply being a demonstration of matching current
capabilities of standard CCD imaging systems. When reconstructing single
pixel images simultaneously with multiple detectors, the illumination source
sets the angle and perspective of the image, in this case the DMD projector,
since this is the only component in the device with has spatial resolution. In-
deed, the only difference between spatially separated detectors in such a setup
is the apparent illumination angle corresponding to the position of the de-
tector, a rather unique property of computational single pixel imaging. This
apparent illumination angle can be set from a single direction with the use of
a BS so the reflection ‘observed’ by the detectors is locked to a single position.
It is this property which lends the greatest advantage to investigating single-
pixel imaging polarisation applications, as no pixel correspondence is needed
regardless of how many simultaneous images are required for any given appli-
cation. In addition, the potential ability for single pixel imaging to readily
reconstruct from outside the visible portion of the spectrum allows the inves-
tigation of non-visible wavelength dependent polarisation properties such as
birefringence.
A single-pixel camera system was successfully made polarisation sensitive and
could reconstruct the linear Stokes’ parameters simultaneously. Our main
goal for this system was to validate that it could indeed reconstruct images
containing polarisation information for transmissive and reflective objects in
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‘real-time’, and that simultaneous Stokes’ parameter image reconstruction can
be achieved using differential signals, as opposed to differential images as is
the current method for CCD based polarisation imaging systems. Furthermore
the system can be adapted to operate at a ‘slow’ pattern projection rate of
∼ 1440Hz, which is effective when temporal information is not required in the
scene. This ‘slow rate’ creates a sufficient level of light intensity per projection
to allow standard low-cost photodetectors to be implemented in the detection
process, thus producing better results when given many samples to average
over. Conversely when temporal information is desired, the system can be
operated at a ‘fast’ pattern projection rate of up to ∼ 22kHz. This allows near
video-rate acquisition of the scene, however in this mode of operation pho-
tomultiplier tubes (PMT’s) have been employed to compensate for low light
levels resulting from reduced sampling time. The choice of pattern projec-
tion rate in this system therefore offers flexibility depending on the desired
application.
4.2.1 Stokes’ parameter image reconstruction
The first stage of the image reconstruction process is correlating measured sig-
nals from each detector with its associated illumination pattern. Using Diθ
as the measured detector signal we can define D′iθ = Diθ − D̂θ where D′iθ is
the detector signal after subtraction by the current average detector signal,
and Pi(x, y) = Pi(x, y) − P̂i(x, y), where Pi(x, y) is the associated illumina-
tion pattern and .̂.. denotes the average value. Since the Hadamard testing
regime natively provides 50/50 Black and White patterns, the average pat-
tern is always 0 or 0.5 depending on how black pixels are defined as -1 or 0
respectively.
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Figure 4.4: The left figure shows measured signals and associated standard
deviation for each detector D1-D4,plotted in descending order. The right figure
shows the associated signal to noise ratio calculated for every pattern. This
analysis was performed on a smaller data set containing 1024 patterns. The
mean SNR for each detector in a ‘typical’ run is D1 = 2.88, D2 = 5.89,
D3 = 5.93 and D4 = 15.89.
The iterative reconstruction is then obtained by
Oθ(x, y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
D′iθPi(x, y) , (4.32)
for M iterations, and Oθ(x, y) is the resulting 2D image reconstruction for
polarisation θ. After the complete basis set of M Hadamard patterns has been
displayed, a fully-sampled image is reconstructed for each photodetector.
Figure 4.4 shows the analysis of a ‘typical’ single run of the system to quantify
the strength of the signals versus the calculated noise on each of the detectors.
The noise is calculated as the mean difference between two sets of signals whilst
the scene remains static. In this experiment, it is shown that only a fraction
of the total patterns provides significant contribution (above the noise floor)
to the final reconstruction. Utilising only the significant fraction of patterns
would enable a form of compressed sensing for the following frame, provided
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the scene remains static, however this is not applicable in real-time to dynamic
scenes since the significant pattern set would change.
The Stokes’ parameter image corresponding to the total intensity, is obtained
from summing the images corresponding to the orthogonal polarisation states,
defined as
S0(x, y) = O0◦ +O90◦ ≡ O+45◦ +O−45◦ . (4.33)
One method of calculating images representing the linear Stokes parameters
is by subtracting two images from each other, corresponding to orthogonal
polarisation states, defined as
S1(x, y) = O0◦ −O90◦ (4.34)
S2(x, y) = O+45◦ −O−45◦ . (4.35)
Alternatively, the Stokes’ images can be obtained by utilising the difference in
the signals measured by detectors sensitive to orthogonal polarisation states,
such that
S1(x, y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
(D′i0◦ −D′i90◦)Pi(x, y) , (4.36)
S2(x, y) =
1
M
M∑
i=1
(D′i−45◦ −D′i45◦)Pi(x, y) . (4.37)
Once the first three linear Stokes’ parameter images have been reconstructed,
we can calculate the degree of linear polarization for each pixel if we assume
the chirality stokes parameter, S3(x, y) = 0, thus DoP is obtained by
DoP =
√
S1(x, y)2 + S2(x, y)2 + S3(x, y)2
S0(x, y)
(4.38)
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Furthermore, when Stokes’ images are reconstructed for a specular multi-faced
object, it can be appropriate to express the Angle of Polarization(AoP) which
is produced from the following expression
AoP =
1
2
arctan(
S1
S2
) (4.39)
In this experiment reconstruction of Stokes’ parameter images is performed
utilising Eqs. 4.36 and 4.37, which reduces the computational load.
4.3 Experimental Method
The experimental configuration used to produce polarisation sensitive recon-
structions is shown in Fig.4.5. The digital light projector consists of a DMD,
and four coloured LEDs, (red, green, blue and near-IR). The DMD spatially
modulates the light of the illumination LEDs to project binary patterns onto
an object. A linear polarising filter positioned after the projection lens restricts
the projected light to one polarisation state. The object shown in Fig. 4.5(a)
is a stressed clear plastic sheet with a triangular portion removed, where the
encoded light-field has transmitted through the plastic and is subsequently
reflected back from a white diffuse screen placed behind the Perspex sheet,
thus enabling the birefringence effects due to internal stress to be observed.
The PD cannot be placed directly in the propagation path of the output of
the DMD yet must observe light which has been transmitted through the Per-
spex sheet to observe internal birefringence effects. Therefore, the diffuse card
placed directly behind the Perspex sheet enables the PD to be positioned at
some off-axis angle in reflection to collect the maximum amount of light from
the surface of the diffuse sheet. The four photo-detectors result in four sets of
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Figure 4.5: (a) An experimental system used to characterize linear polariza-
tion properties of diffusely reflected light from object 1, showing the digital light
projector, the analogue to digital converter (ADC), linear polarization analyser
and a computer running the control and reconstruction software. (b) A modi-
fied experimental system used to characterize linear polarization properties of
specular reflected light from object 2, in this instance a corner cube. Light re-
flected from the object is propagated through the additional BS into the linear
polarization analyser.
signals for each differential pattern and is akin to a four CCD Stokes imaging
system [55]. The patterns applied to the DMD and corresponding measured
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signals are used for image reconstruction utilising an efficient computer algo-
rithm (See Chapter 2 Eqn 2.6).
Figure 4.5 (a) was the initial configuration of experimental setup to primarily
test the Stokes’ parameters for a given object. Object 1 in this case was
a stressed transparent piece of Perspex with a triangular portion removed
at the bottom. This was done to create a natural focus for stress in the
object. Thus, if our system was truly polarization sensitive, it would be easy
to observe the rapid polarisation state changes one would expect within the
stressed object. This is known as birefringence, where a transparent medium
has a varying refractive index dependent on the direction and polarisation
state of the transmitted light beam. These refractive index changes can occur
in some material which have varying degrees of internal pressure, or stress
placed on them. Birefringence is therefore wavelength dependent since the
refractive index at any given point in the internal structure of the object will
cause a direction change, in which the magnitude of that change is dependent
on the specific wavelength of the light.
Since the exact propagation path of light in Fig. 4.5 a) involves non-intuitive
free space propagation, it can be summarised as follows;
• The projector fitted with a linear polariser provides the initial fully lin-
early polarised illumination with an encoded pattern.
• There is an 8% reflection at the front surface of the Perspex sheet, this
is effectively wasted intensity.
• Light then propagates through the Perspex and falls incident on the
diffuse reflector sheet placed behind.
• An additional 8% reflection occurs on the back surface of the object from
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the diffuse reflection, further attenuating total intensity
• The reflected light then propagates once more through the Perspex fol-
lowing paths determined by refractive index variations within the struc-
ture of the object.
• Some fraction of diffuse light which has propagated twice through the
object enters the first BS within the polarisation analyser.
• This analyser ‘directs’ and splits different linear polarisation states to
the correct PD, which measures the total intensity transmitted through
the analyser for that specific polarisation state.
In a further effort to obtain the highest quality results, attempts were made
to simplify all other aspects of the experiment. This included limiting the
projection and detection wavelength to be monochromatic per ‘run’ of the
system, where a single run constituted the projection of a complete set of
Hadamard patterns. This is a form of sequential multi-wavelength illumina-
tion and from a technical point of view, is the simplest to implement in practice,
as the number of detectors required to successfully preform image reconstruc-
tion is minimised and no further synchronisation is needed for the inclusion
of multiple wavelength’s, only repeating a new run with a new wavelength.
Furthermore, the linear polariser was left as a manually rotatable device, so
each arbitrary polarisation angle was set by hand rather than automating this
process. While automation has obvious advantages, it does add an additional
program interface between the computer and physical experiment, and for this
investigation, only a few arbitrary angles were required to demonstrate the
polarisation sensitivity of the system. In any future investigation, where many
angles might be required, automation of the rotation of the linear polariser is
the first improvement to this system which could be relatively easily under-
taken. The system could then find use in a wide variety of polarisation imaging
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applications without the need for a human operator beyond the operation of
a connected computer, such as industrial testing of transparent media where
multiple orientation angles are required in quick succession.
Figure 4.5 (b) details the second configuration of the system used to probe
additional fundamental properties of linear polarisation, including Angle of
Polarisation(AoP). An additional BS is placed between the polarisation anal-
yser and the object. This allows the specular reflected light from the object to
be measured by selecting the appropriate output of the BS. Object 2 used in
this second demonstration is a ‘corner cube’, an internally mirrored cube where
surfaces were at 45◦ angles to the input illumination. These well-defined angles
and highly reflective non-transparent surfaces allowed the AoP to be readily
represented in a reconstructed image after the use of an appropriate algorithm
on the Stokes’ parameter images, produced from each ‘twinned’ detector within
the polarisation analyser.
4.4 Results
The Stokes’ parameter images, S0, S1 and S2, are acquired simultaneously for a
setting of the incident polarisation. The object, shown in Fig. 4.6 is a stressed
clear plastic sheet having a triangular section removed. The centre of each
image indicates a point of stress where we observe colour dependent intensity
variations in S1 and S2 that are not seen in S0, indicating birefringent effects
and hence validating the polarisation sensitivity of the system. The results in
Fig. 4.6 have been obtained whilst operating the system in the ‘slow’ mode,
with a pattern projection rate of ∼ 1440Hz. The lower display rate, and thus
increased sampling time, allows the use of low-cost, wide-band photodiodes.
The choice of resolution (96× 96 pixels) was chosen to provide enough detail
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Figure 4.6: Stokes’ parameter images S0, S1 and S2 reconstructed in colour
(RGB), for which the object is a stressed clear plastic sheet which has had
a triangular portion removed. The birefringence effects which are wavelength
dependent occur within the plastic. The angle (in degrees) of the projected
linear polarisation state is indicated on the left-hand side and relative to an
arbitrarily defined 0◦ state.
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Figure 4.7: Iterative reconstructions of the first three Stokes parameter images
S0, S1 and S2 used in the RGB combination images. The object is a clear
plastic sheet under stress. The three coloured LED sources have an approximate
bandwidth of 40 nm, which leads to broadening of the birefringence features.
Each image resolution is 96× 96 pixels.
in the images to reveal birefringence effect whilst also minimizing the fully-
sampled acquisition time of approximately 15 seconds per image.
Figure 4.7 is the deconstructed colour planes which form the RGB full colour
images shown in Fig. 4.6. The specific width and other features present in
objects which show birefringent properties are highly dependent on wavelength,
thus for proper analysis and interpretation of the results shown in Fig. 4.6,
the individual colour planes are given which were recovered from the sequential
illumination process.
Table 4.2 displays the corresponding SNR estimates for the 0◦ linear polar-
ization illumination reconstructions in Fig. 4.6 and Fig.4.7 for the RGB and
colour channels respectively. Since the SNR was nearly invariant with linear
polarisation angle, only the 0◦ results were included in the table.
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Table 4.2: SNR Estimates for Fig. 4.6 and Fig.4.7 at 0◦
S0 S1 S2
RGB 3.9 4.3 3.9
RED 4.1 4.8 4.1
GREEN 4 4.5 3.9
BLUE 4.1 4.3 4.5
Figure 4.8: Reconstructed images of a corner cube obtained by the polarization
sensitive single pixel camera prototype for various incident linear polarization
illumination. D1D4 columns represent the reconstruction from each individual
detector. S0, S1 and S2 columns represent the first three Stokes parameter im-
ages obtained through combinations of the signals as described in the main text.
The angle of polarization column, AoP, shows the effect of a multi-faced sur-
face where each mirror segment was at a different angle than its neighbouring
segment, with respect to the linear polarization illumination angle.
4.4.1 Angle of Polarization
Figure 4.8 shows a complete set of image reconstructions obtained from the
system when observing a ‘corner cube’ optical component, utilising a modified
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experimental setup as shown in Fig. 4.5(b). A corner cube was chosen because
it is essentially a set of mirrors which have different angles with respect to the
incident linear illumination angle. The results allow a qualitative characteri-
sation of the systems response to a multi-faced object, and may allow direct
comparison to previously reported Stokes parameter imaging utilising detector
arrays. We observe differences in relative intensity for the different mirror faces
as expected. Single-pixel cameras operating in a projection or masking mode,
tend to suffer when a portion of the scene exhibits high specular reflectivity,
since this can result in overwhelming signals measured for certain patterns
and not others, degrading the final reconstruction. In this instance, the en-
tire object exhibits specular reflection and indeed this resulted in high-signals
measured independent of pattern choice, and led to high-quality images to be
reconstructed. This is a further validation that the system is truly polarisation
sensitive as only with polarisation information can the exact angle of a surface
relative to the input illumination be determined from a 2D image where only
a single angle of observation has been recorded. This is only true where the
surface is highly polarisation preserving, thus a highly reflective smooth mirror
surface fits this assumption well.
4.4.2 Degree of Linear Polarization
Orthogonal polarisation imaging is a commonly used technique for investigat-
ing the non-reflective components in diffuse objects. Therefore, in a subsequent
experiment the inert object was replaced with a living object, in this case a
small cactus plant, which was chosen for the distinct differences between the
sharp ‘needles’ and soft ‘flesh’. The results are shown in Fig. 4.9. As with
Fig. 4.6 the first column, representing S0 (reflected intensity) does not change
as a consequence of different incident polarisation. Whereas analysis of S1 and
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Figure 4.9: Stokes parameter image reconstructions for a small cactus plant.
The sharp ‘needles’ on the cactus are shown to exhibit greater polarisation
maintaining reflectivity compared to the soft ‘flesh’ of the plant as indicated by
stark contrasting with DoLP being invariant with angle of linear illumination
as expected.
S2 reveal differences as a result of the incident illumination, in particular the
‘needles’ appear to exhibit enhanced contrast compared to the ‘flesh’ for dif-
ferent incident polarisation. Note that 90◦ and 0◦ images of S1 are the inverse
of each other, similarly with 45◦ and −45◦ images of S2. When the incident
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Table 4.3: SNR Estimates for Fig. 4.9
S0 S1 S2 DOLP
90◦ 11.5 4.4 3.3 4.7
45◦ 10 3.1 2.3 4.8
0◦ 10.2 8.8 4.8 4.9
−45◦ 10.6 3.4 8.2 4.8
illumination is at an angle of 45◦ with respect to the angle of the PBS, the cor-
responding photodetectors will measure a similar light intensity leading to an
image exhibiting mostly uniform noise, due to the normalisation process used
here. We also note that these noisy images appear red, which is believed to
be the consequence of the inherent differences in spectral response of the pho-
todetectors. The final column represents the recovered DoLP information, the
invariance with illumination polarisation angle verifies the system can recover
DoLP accurately.
Table 4.3 contains the SNR estimates for the corresponding image ‘table’ shown
in Fig. 4.9. We see an approximately uniform SNR estimate for intensity and
DOLP as expected with higher SNR images for those Stokes’ parameter images
which matched the ‘straight’ through position within the polarisation analyser.
It should be noted then that the S1, 90
◦ result has lower than expected SNR.
However, this may be due to the SNR estimation process as white background
images are moderately more challenging to estimate than black background
images.
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Figure 4.10: A selection of S1 images acquired at different intervals for scenes
exhibiting dynamic behaviour. The object is a clear plastic sheet with a trian-
gular portion removed, and illuminated with red light. The S1 images have a
resolution of 128× 128 pixels. (a) While an object was maintained at constant
stress the linear polarising filter in the illumination path was rotated. (b) The
polarising filter is fixed while the stress applied to the plastic sheet is gradually
increased.
4.5 Video rate single-pixel polarization imag-
ing
To acquire Stokes parameter images from dynamic scenes requires utilising
faster pattern projection rates or utilising fewer patterns from the set via com-
pressed sensing techniques. The latter presents a non-trivial computational
reconstruction algorithm, this increases computational load which can make it
difficult to achieve near video framerates and ‘real-time’ reconstruction, thus it
was beyond the scope of this work, although this approach is currently under
investigation as a possible method of improving the technique. Instead, the
pattern projection rate was increased to ∼ 22kHz and the resolution of the pat-
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terns limited to 128×128 pixels. Along with differential pattern projection this
leads to a maximum video frame rate of ∼ 0.7Hz. Importantly however, when
operating the system in ‘fast’ mode results in less light received by detectors
and hence lower signal-to-noise, leading to poor image quality. To compensate
for reduced light levels the photodetectors were replaced with PMT’s.
Figure 4.10 shows the results acquired from this system in one colour channel
while the scene exhibited dynamic behaviour. For clarity, only S1 is displayed
here. The object described in Fig.4.6 was used for this investigation. In
Fig. 4.6a the plastic was maintained under constant stress while the linear
polarising filter in the illumination path was rotated by hand. We observe
that the intensity variations in each image rotate in accordance with the linear
polariser, verifying that the Stokes’ imaging system is capable of producing
images at near video-rates. In Fig. 4.10b the linear polarising filter was fixed
while the stress applied to the plastic was gradually increased. We note that
the contrast between the intensity variations in each image increases as the
applied stress to the plastic also increases, further validating the near video-
rate capabilities of the system.
4.6 Summary
Conventional polarisation imaging is notoriously challenging when simulta-
neous multiple polarisation states are to be imaged, as is essential in Stokes’
parameter reconstruction. This is due to the near pixel perfect correspondence
that is required between individual cameras to provide accurate reconstruction.
Taking the single pixel approach to Stokes parameter imaging provides an in-
nate benefit in that in effect, there is always perfect pixel correspondence when
multiple single element detectors are positioned at the output of an appropriate
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polarising beam splitter.
Technological advances in the DMD allowing extremely fast mirror flip rates of
over 20kHz, was the fundamental advantage which allowed near video rates to
be achieved. This allowed direct imaging of temporally dynamic objects, such
as the Perspex sheet under short scale varying degrees of stress or a rotating
linear polariser.
Chapter 5
Current Investigations with
single-pixel detectors and future
work
5.1 Long Range and Astronomical Observa-
tion
Astronomical observation and imaging is a wide-ranging field which encom-
passes both ground and space based imaging platforms. Observations across
the entire electromagnetic spectrum can yield valuable and fascinating insights
into astronomical phenomena [57, 58], where each region of the EM spectrum
of interest to the astronomy community requires an appropriate detection sys-
tem and where applicable, have high spatial resolution in order to obtain the
highest quality data under demanding conditions.
Most ground based observations have been constrained to visible and radio
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bandwidths due to atmospheric absorption blocking a large portion of the
EM spectrum, however, there exists ‘windows’ of transmissivity where the
atmosphere becomes opaque to relatively narrowband regions, primarily due
to gaps in the absorption of water vapour and other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Some of the main observational windows lie within the near
IR/short wave infrared (SWIR) region, thus having a high-resolution camera
sensitive to these regions allows observations beyond visible bandwidths when
atmospheric absorption is a problem.
The single pixel imaging techniques demonstrated thus far have been shown
to operate successfully in SWIR regions using an appropriate spectral filter,
can operate in predetermined bandwidths. This suggests that the single pixel
imaging approach could be used as method to exploit these atmospheric win-
dows as an alternate to currently available and potentially expensive SWIR
cameras, or where there may be regions of interest where no current commer-
cial camera has peak sensitivity. It should be noted that these regions of high
transmissivity do experience fluctuations in absorption levels primarily due
to location and local atmospheric composition. Additionally, due to refrac-
tion effects in the atmosphere, it is well known and understood that light at
the longer end of the spectrum penetrates the atmosphere much better than
shorter wavelength light, thus when observing over large distances where at-
mospheric turbulence is significant, simply observing in a longer wavelength
can improve image quality. The highly tuneable nature of a single pixel cam-
era imaging system with a range of spectral filtration and high operational
bandwidth when utilising spatial modulation technologies such as the DMD,
further gives motivation for implementing a system capable of astronomical
observation based on single pixel imaging technologies.
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Figure 5.1: Original design of the attachment component for mounting a single
pixel imaging system onto a telescope. A) This section of the design is a
removable slider which was made to house a standard 2cm concave mirror
with focal length approx 50mm. B) The main body of the mount with a 2inch
aperture to fit standard commercial telescopes. Groves enabled mirror sliders
to be inserted from both sides to an adjustable position to capture the dual
reflection outputs of the DMD.
5.2 Design and Experimental Setup
Figure 5.1 is the initial concept design for a portable telescope adaptor for a
single pixel imaging system. This design features adjustable mirror ‘sliders’
which house standard 2cm concave mirrors for collecting light from the outputs
of the DMD. The DMD is moved into the focal plane of the telescope and the
mirrors are adjusted to the correct separation to collect the maximum amount
of light from the DMD outputs.
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Colour Key: Mount Housing                 2cm Mirors
Light Ray Propagation          Photodetector
DMD
Figure 5.2: Updated and final design model for the telescope single pixel camera
mount. Rays have been added which show the propagation of light through the
system. the mirror positions are now fixed and the entire unit can be sealed
by adding a top casing to the unit for added background light reduction. A
second detector is normally present at the empty output. This allows several
applications such as differential or multi-wavelength imaging. With credit to
Dr Graham Gibson for the final 3D design.
Figure 5.2 displays the 3D model of the finalized single pixel portable housing
system. This self-contained unit has fixed mirrors which are at the correct
distance, separation and angle for a given DMD such that the total light from
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the dual outputs of the DMD chip will be reflected onto photodiodes, which
are attached via modular components of the casing. This entire module was
mounted onto a 2 inch metal tube selected for a length which corresponded
to the output of the telescope being approximately the same size as the DMD
chip, to accommodate maximum light collection. In this specific instance,
this ended up being 4 inches of tubing. This tube would then easily fit on
a standard 2 inch Baadar focuser at the primary output of the telescope.
Excluding the additional metal tubing, this is the standard way most imaging
devices are attached to commercial telescopes and was done in this manner to
demonstrate the versatility of the SPC system working in similar manner to
conventional cameras. Figure 5.3 shows the 3D printed final prototype design
for the single pixel telescope adaptor. This final design can also work well
as a general housing for a DMD based single pixel imaging system, with pre-
set mirrors already positioned to capture either incoming or outgoing light
from the system. The unit is modular, with removable sliders for placing
either light sources or detectors as required. For mounting this portable unit
onto the telescope, two detectors are used and the system always functions
in an incoming light mode, as it is hardly practical to attempt to project
patterns onto objects at range. The detectors used in this specific example
were Thorlabs DET36A for visible, which is a biased Si PD and Thorlabs
DET20C for IR, which is an InGaAs standard PD.
5.2.1 Preliminary Results
The 3D printed prototype housing for the single pixel imaging system shown in
Fig. 5.3 was mounted on a commercial 8 inch Maksutov-Newtonian telescope.
After finding a suitable observation site, buildings between 1-2kms away were
observed and the images recorded in both visible and SWIR.
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Figure 5.3: a) Standard 0.2µ− 2µ coated DMD b) 3D Printed mount housing
produced from the 3D model shown in Fig. 5.2 c) DMD attached to the 3D
printed model ready to be mounted on a telescope or used in any number of
lab based experiments. This standardised mount proved to be applicable in a
number of recent single pixel imaging applications beyond the telescope imaging
system.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates the ability of the system to image in both visible and
SWIR at much greater distances than had been previously shown. Single-
pixel cameras had only been shown to produce successful reconstructions in
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Visible                       SWIR
Figure 5.4: Initial reconstruction result from a single pixel camera mounted
as shown in Fig 5.3 which is being used with a 8 inch Maksutov-Newtonian
commercial telescope. The target was the steeple of a church 2km from the
single pixel camera observation site. The reconstruction was produced at a
near video rate of approximately 10Hz where visible and SWIR signals were
captured simultaneously.
the range of a few metres at maximum. The motivation for obtaining this
result was initially to see if atmospheric turbulence would be reduced in the
SWIR reconstruction vs the Visible result. However, overall lower signals were
observed in SWIR leading to a slight decrease in image quality as observed.
The method for obtaining this result is in effect identical to that demonstrated
in Chapter 4 for polarisation imaging, except we have a SWIR detector. This
would specifically be a ‘fast’ acquisition regime, with the DMD operating at
over 20kHz to produce near-video rate reconstructions. Hadamard patterns
were again used, fully sampling at Nyquist using the basic iterative recon-
struction algorithm, and not undergoing any compressed sensing.
Figure 5.5 shows 6 frames from a real-time video rate single-pixel camera recon-
struction of a dynamic object at extreme horizontal distances of approximately
20km. These objects were wind turbines belonging to Whitelee windfarm on
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Figure 5.5: A series of SWIR images were captured with the single pixel camera
system at near video rate reconstruction rates of approx. 10Hz. The targets
imaged here are of wind turbines belonging to a wind farm situated 20km from
the observation location. The resolution of the reconstruction and fidelity of
the images is of sufficient quality to observe the wind turbine’s rotation.
the outskirts of Glasgow City.
5.3 Additional Future Applications
5.3.1 METAMATERIALS for Optics
There have been many advances in recent years in the development of new
materials which demonstrate properties or effects not found in nature. These
materials generally are made from various substances where micro or nanoscale
‘features’ from together to have a noticeable effect on larger scales which is gen-
erally not present on the ‘feature’ scale of the material. A transparent metama-
terial has been developed [59, 60] which has optical applications, demonstrating
analogue view rotation [61] of 2D and 3D objects. This new material, referred
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a)            b)
Figure 5.6: a) A single dove prism flipping the image of ‘F’ upside down as
one would expect an image to appear when viewed through such a prism. b)
Many dove prisms create and ‘array’ which has the net effect of flipping each
component of object, P which is imaged upside down at the image plane, P ′.
Figure Credit : Johannes Courtial
to as a ‘METATOY’ (metamaterials for optics) could potentially have an ap-
plication within a single pixel camera system. These METATOY ‘windows’
are formed from an arrangement of two dove prism arrays which are rotated
relative to one another. The ray-rotation[62] which takes places within these
dove prism arrays is a form of generalised refraction [63].
Figure 5.6 Demonstrates the ray flipping process of a dove prism array. In
section b) we see how many small dove prisms can individually flip the vertical
component of individual light rays coming from discrete projection angles from
the object P . A METATOY window is formed when two such dove prism
arrays are aligned at some orientation angle θ wrt the ray-flipping axis of each
window to reach other. The addition of this second dove prism array again
flips the incoming light ray a second time, returning it to its original sign,
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 (a)             (b)
Figure 5.7: a) A 3D object placed at some distance x = P + P ′ from the
observer, in a simulated 3D environment b) A METATOY window placed at a
distance P ′ from the observer. The extended object seems to have undergone a
visual ‘twist’. including the visible background.
while having been rotated through the dove prism arrays orientation angle.
The well documented effect[64] of these windows is that 2D objects placed
behind a window will appear rotated. The angle of this rotation is dependent
on the linear distance the object is placed behind the window. Thus, these
METATOY windows can be used as a simple ranging device for 2D objects.
For 3D objects the behaviour of the image observed through a METATOY
window is more complex. Since each plane of the object is at a different
distance from the window, the object will appear ‘twisted’ as each plane has
underwent a different rotation. This optical metamaterial is effectively acting
as an analogue image distorter and/or rotator. Spatial Modulation of a light-
field has potential overlap for application in single-pixel camera systems.
Figure 5.7 a) and b) were recorded on the ray-tracing and interactive environ-
ment software TIM [65]. a) Shows a wireframe 3D cube object placed some
distance x away from the observer. In section b) we see that a simulated
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Figure 5.8: a) An isometric view of the two METATOY window setup for view
rotation b) The view rotated 3D object is seen here with some single rotation
angle for the entire image, but no warping of the object as seen in Fig. 5.7 b)
METATOY window has been placed between the observer and the object,
so that the observer is in one imaging plane P ′ with the object front P dis-
tance behind the window. From the observation made through the window, we
can see that the extended object has been ‘twisted’, along with the rendered
background. The rotation angle that each plane has been rotated through is
dependent solely on the distance that plane sits behind the window, thus each
2D cross-section of the wireframe cube appears rotated by a different angle,
leading the warping or twisted effect observed.
Figure 5.8 a) Demonstrates the view rotation setup in a simulated META-
TOY window experiment, where the distance between the two windows, and
the distance between the first window and the observer must be set precisely
for the view rotation effect to occur. b) Demonstrates how an object would
appear when the correct conditions for view rotation have been met, fully com-
pensating for the twisting effect noted in extended 3D objects when a single
METATOY window is present.
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5.3.2 Image enhancement via spectral image masking
Demonstrations [18] have been made of the apparent correlation between the
transmissivity of the object and the image quality in single-pixel imaging.
The main conclusion of this finding was that the lower the transmissivity at
constant signal strength, the higher the quality of the final image. This is
because as the fraction of the object which is visible to the detector is reduced,
there is a far greater fractional contribution from any pattern which scores
highly, i.e any pattern which had many white squares in the location of the
object. Whereas when you had a much more transmissive object, the fractional
contribution of each pattern was lower overall. In effect, single pixel imaging
is very good at finding small bright objects, but suffers to a degree when
faced with real extended scenes with subtle variations in intensity over the
entire field of view. Overall however, the fractional difference increase in the
weighted patterns obtained by forcing the total object area to be 1
3
or less
would always lead to an improvement in observed image quality, even at a
reduced overall total light intensity for the 1
3
or less illumination. Therefore,
the following is a proposed method in which single-pixel imaging device can
use multiple detectors to image a single object, achieving the image quality of
a low transmissive object even when the object is highly transmissive.
Figure 5.9 is the theoretical experimental setup of a system capable of im-
proving image quality for highly transmissive greyscale or binary objects. The
physical system setup is identical to that in Chapter 3 of this work focusing
on simultaneous multi-wavelength image reconstruction. Here the greyscale
object has been masked by 3 strips of coloured filters, RGB in this case. Since
the spectral information of the object can be disregarded, each detector only
reconstructs 1
3
of the original object in total, respective to the matching spec-
tral bandwidth. These three sectional components of the reconstruction are
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object
Figure 5.9: The simultaneous multi-wavelength single pixel imaging system
modified for image enhancement by spectral image masking. Here a highly
transmissive yet greyscale object is placed in the path of the illumination.
The projector illuminates the object with white light where the object has been
masked by coloured filters into 3 distinct sections, RGB in this case.
overlaid to form one final reconstructed image. In theory, the final image
should have the relative ‘quality’ of a transmissive object 1
3
of the objects ac-
tual transmissivity. This is case of using spectral information for a different
purpose than spectral imaging. The object could be further subdivided into
various narrowband spectral ‘segments’ further increasing the quality of the fi-
nal image, this simply takes the same number of extra corresponding detectors
with corresponding spectral filtration.
This proposed experiment could also prove useful in the case where single pixel
detector arrays are used to image non-visible portions of the spectrum, where
the application does not call for narrowband observations of the object in the
non-visible region. Such an array of non-visible detectors accompanied by a
DMD coated in an appropriate coating could produce single pixel images with
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greatly enhanced quality than standard single pixel imaging, where in non-
visible regions it is often the case that image qualities become compromised
due to lower signals or higher noise profiles in the more expensive detectors
commonly used in non-visible regions such as IR or UV.
5.4 The Future of Single Pixel imaging
The single largest obstacle to preforming high resolution single pixel imaging
on acceptable reconstruction timescales, is computational load. While physical
image projection devices exist which have resolutions of 1MP and display rates
of 24kHz, the storage capacity of these devices has been severely limited. In
the work presented here, there is no image greater than 128x128, even for
temporally static objects where the reconstruction timescale is not a factor.
Since the new line of DMD’s operate at such high speeds, it is impossible for
two-way communication to exist between the controlling computer and the
DMD device, therefore, patterns must be preloaded onto on on-board memory
chip each time the DMD is initialised or the pattern set altered. There is little
support for third party implementation of larger solid-state storage devices
however this will change in the future allowing even greater resolutions to be
preloaded onto the DMD.
These higher resolutions are the perfect example of how new image compres-
sion techniques will drive the ability of this technology to be applied to real
world problems in competition with more traditional imaging devices. There
have been recent examples of compression algorithms operating on megapixel
images[66, 67, 68] with a small fraction of the total data and still produc-
ing high fidelity images. A combination of image compression, and ever faster
computational power is now what sets the limits on this technologys capability
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as a serious imaging alternative.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In final conclusions, the single-pixel camera (SPC) has been successfully ap-
plied and tested in multi-channel, polarisation and ranging experiments. These
implementations demonstrate the potential to be a viable alternative as a cam-
era system, given the improvements shown in image quality and the capabilities
of the underlying technology. It has been demonstrated that these applica-
tions, which previously required the use of a camera based on a detector array
with spatial resolution, can be successfully supplanted with a single-pixel (SP)
imaging system using computational correlation methods. This work detailed
the progression of prototype SPC systems as each imaging application was
investigated and where appropriate, compared to a traditional imaging system
based on a detector with spatial resolution. Every SPC iteration improves on
some fundamental aspect of the system, from final image resolution, to im-
age acquisition rate. These core improvements opened new potential imaging
applications for investigation, comprising some of the later work presented.
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In contrast, some of the early systems shown were not capable of producing
the images demonstrated in later results. A limiting factor for this included
attempting to image objects with temporal variations in their spatial compo-
nents with shorter time-scales than the acquisition time, or where the object
had features smaller than the systems maximum resolution. As the final system
described in this work is capable of fast acquisition, moderate resolution, and
simultaneous multi-wavelength reconstruction, the SPC as a viable alternate
imaging system was realised.
6.2 Multichannel Imaging
One of the primary goals and results of development in the system, is the
ability for a SPC camera to image in discrete and wide-ranging portions of the
electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. Constructing a camera based on a detector
with spatial resolution requires a detection medium which is sensitive to the
expected illumination bandwidth. It requires the ability to produce low-noise
micro-scale components based on the chosen medium. These components need
to be arranged into some spatial layout so that they receive the appropriate
portion of a light-field, which has been refracted by an imaging optic placed
in front of the system. This limits traditional cameras to specific wavebands,
and causes the affordability and the ease of implementation of the camera sys-
tem to vary drastically depending on factors such as commercial interests of a
wavelength, and at extreme non-visible regions. In contrast, imaging based on
a single-element detector only requires a single component which is sensitive
to the expected illumination. This keeps the scale in affordability of any type
of SPC camera system much more constrained. The underlying technology
behind a SPC based on correlation methods is a spatial light modulator and
the single-element detector. A SLM can be capable of a much wider band-
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width operation than a traditional camera, and thus can be retained through
multiple waveband ‘barriers’ such as visible and near infrared (NIR). Thus,
only a new single element detector is required when moving between different
portions of the EM spectrum. Different wavelengths within a single region of
the EM spectrum can also be imaged simply by filtering a detector, adding
additional detectors for multiple simultaneous wavelengths and changing the
detection medium of the single element when the desired wavelength moves
beyond the capabilities of the current set of detectors. This creates a very
dynamic and widely applicable system, where the exact construction of the
camera is dependent on the expected properties of the target object. It also
gives rise to a disparaging comparison between detector array based cameras
and a SPC in that the addition of detectors to the first, increase resolution,
but addition of detectors to the second, increase the number of simultaneous
wavelengths it is capable of measuring.
6.3 Polarisation SPC imaging
A primary example of an application which could only be undertaken when
the system was robust enough to enable fast image acquisition was described
in the polarisation sensitive SPC. In this iteration of the prototype. Polarising
beam-splitters returned specific polarisation states to multiple detectors which
form the basis for producing 2D images. The differential image created from
the output of two cross polarised detectors is the basis for Stokes parameter
imaging. This parameterisation of linear and non-linear polarisation states
allows the calculation of many important polarisation parameters and is also
relatively easy to directly measure from a physical system. This fast system
capable of displaying a framerate of between 1Hz-10Hz allowed the probing of
transparent media under stress as a dynamic stress factor was applied. Bire-
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fringence effects could be observed altering as the stress factor was increased
or decreased. In addition, changing polarisation states could be observed for
a spinning polarising filter at various spin rates. This demonstration was to
achieve similar results, for the moderate resolution of the SPC, that a four-
camera polarising imaging system could obtain. This camera system generated
the same set of images as the SPC, but was difficult to implement as it required
near pixel-perfect alignment between the four CCD cameras. Since the direc-
tion of the observation angle was set by the SLM, and there was only one such
angle, the SPC intrinsically did not need to be aligned in this manner. The
images obtained from the SPC were always perfectly aligned. If the resolution
of the images obtained by the SPC was deemed acceptable for polarisation
imaging application, the natural perfect pixel alignment of the SPC was an
advantage over traditional imaging systems.
6.3.1 Long Range SPC
The final prototype demonstrated in this work was the initial attempt at long
range SPC imaging. The system was successfully adapted to function on a
commercial telescope and take images of stationary and moving objects at
distances between 5km − 20km. The prototype system at this late stage in
the work was now capable of (near) real-time video, displaying at framerates
between 1Hz-10Hz and providing simultaneous multi-wavelength imaging. In
this case, broadband visible and NIR. The initial investigation aimed to pro-
duce simultaneous visible and NIR images of a target dynamic object > 5km
through turbulent atmosphere. Since longer wavelengths of light are diffracted
less, the NIR was expected to show less atmospheric turbulence than the vis-
ible image, however at this late stage, the moderate resolution of the camera
was not high enough to show this expected result. A higher resolution SPC
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camera would be able to confirm this expectation with a similar setup, and is
a future goal of the technology. This is another case of an application of SPCs
that is technology dependent rather than the need for better understanding or
algorithm reconstruction.
6.4 SPC Future And Final Statement
Future SPC applications will most likely be tied to the upcoming technology
improvements in DMD and SLMs. Even faster acquisition rates over short
timescales are now possible, offering up to 36kHz burst projection rates. This
allows the probing of objects which have shorter scale dynamic events, such
as gas diffusion in a contained space. Compressed sensing algorithm improve-
ment has enabled higher resolution images to be acquired with the same data
overhead as images a tenth or less in total number of pixels. This represents
a factor of 2-3 improvement over the CS results demonstrated in this work.
These two avenues could potentially enable SPC to be applied to areas in
which only a few years ago it would have been deemed a ‘no go’ area for SPC.
Such applications could include testing of atmospheric turbulence at multi-
wavelengths. You would need high resolution around the full native 1MP of
the DMD chip and 50Hz reconstruction rate to achieve this. While we are not
quite there yet, the fact that this lies in the realm of possibility for SPC is an
exciting development.
This work has successfully demonstrated multiple, distinct practical appli-
cations of a SPC system. Improvements in the underlying technology and
implementation led to the ability to investigate new imaging concepts. Some
improvements such as acquisition time allowed temporally dynamic media to
be investigated for the first time and highlights how far this technique has come
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from the days of binary transmissive 2D objects fixed to an optical bench and
in complete darkness. The final work on a long-range implementation fur-
ther confirms this, as a truly robust imaging system can be used in multiple
environments and in varying conditions.
Appendix A
Image Analysis
This appendix will include supplementary figures which demonstrate the thresh-
olding process undertaken to obtain the SNR estimates provided in the main
text, for those images where a quantitative analysis was done.
A.1 SNR Estimates
Since many reconstructions were processed in bulk, some additional images
were analysed but not included here, as the outcome was extremely similar
in each instance. Thus providing no additional benefit or insight in their
inclusion. Therefore, some figures are instead a sample of images taken from
the output of the image analysis program written in MATLAB for this body
of work.
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IR
a)
b)                 c)
d)                e)
Figure A.1: Signal to noise ratio estimation made by thresholding signal and
background ROI in the RGB image data. This figure includes the analysis of
the NIR result shown in Fig.3.7
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a)                    b)
c)                    d)
Figure A.2: Signal to noise ratio estimates for the fluorescent SPC results from
Fig.3.6. Red channel was too low to give a robust estimate on SNR and should
be considered not fully representative of the SNR
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a)
b)                     c)
d)                     e)
Iterative 2000                  Compressive 2000
Iterative 8000                  Compressive 8000
Figure A.3: Signal to noise ratio estimates for a selection of varying M value
reconstructions featuring both iterative and compressive results from Fig.3.11.
All other images for the interim M number results were calculated in a similar
manner.
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I                      I
a)                    b)
c)                    d)
e)                    f)
S1         S1
S2                      S2
Figure A.4: Signal to noise ratio estimates for the RGB and RED colour chan-
nels of the Perspex sheet. Other Colour channels and polarisation illumination
angles were calculated in a similar manner.
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I                      S1    
S2                     DOLP
Figure A.5: Signal to noise ratio estimates for the 0 degree linear polarisation
illumination of the cactus with intensity, I, the first and second Stokes’ param-
eters, S1 and S2 respectively. The Degree of Linear Polarisation (DOLP).
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I                      S1    
S2                     DOLP
Figure A.6: Signal to noise ratio estimates for the 90 degree linear polarisation
illumination of the cactus with intensity, I, the first and second Stokes’ param-
eters, S1 and S2 respectively. The Degree of Linear Polarisation (DOLP). The
SNR estimates for the 45 and −45 linear illumination angle results were com-
pleted in a similar manner.
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